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Weekend shooting near
Howard Plaza leaves four
wounded, one fatally

D

WIN ONE FOR THE MECCA

•

By RON N. SKARD
Special to the Hilltop

Violence that has marked Washington in recent years spilled onto Howard 's
campus Saturday as four people were
shot, one fatally, in front of the Howard
Plaza Towers following an argument
triggered by a near automobile collision
close to the dormitory .
Students, who were outside at about
midnight, ran for cover as shots rang
out. No students were injured in the
incident, however, a D.C. police officer,
who lives in the Plaza and is a s1udent,
reportedly found himself caught in the
crossfire. He was allegedly leaving the
Plaza wh~n he saw the men arguing.
At prcss1ime, it is still unclear what
happened next . But students who witnessed the incident said the officer fired
several shots at the gentlemen. Although
two men have been c harged with homicide, a ballistic test is reportedly being conducted to determine if any shots
.fired by the officer struck lhe men.
A student, who wished to remain
anonymous, watched the incident unfold

from his window at the Plaza. '' l heard
about eight gunshots,'' he said. ''When
I looked out of my window I saw
someone shooting. When I came outside, I saw one guy who was obviously
dead .''
A Howard security officer, who also
wished lo remain anonymous, was driving by the Plaza when the shooting began. ''I was coming from the East
Campus when I saw someone fire about
five rounds," he said. ''I ducked under
the dash board until it was over."
He said it appeared that one of the
men was shot in the hip, one in the head,
one in the chest and one in the leg. He
also said that the men dropped their
guns ilnd tried to run . ''dne r~n toward
MacDonald 's and one ran toward
Sherman Avenue before they fell,'' he
said.
Robert Frelow, manager of the Plaza,
said students can use this incident as a
learning experience. ''Students really
have to cooperate with security officers
by using their security cards and the
buddy system .
The case is still under investigation,
according to police officials.

Petitions for student
elections now available
PHOTO BY l<EVIN LEE

Ronney Gibbs (24) tries to lift Howard to their first conference victory against FAMU.

Bison let FAMU game slip away
Blow 11 point lead in final quarter to lose 11th straight
By CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Up 59-48 with 14:48 to go, the
Howard University men's team h6d
to win righl? The game had to be In
'
the bag? Well ... Not this time.
Two free throws by forw ard

Reginald Finney witlt six seconds left
gave the Rattlers a ~8-84 victory over

Howard University in a Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference game played before 2,200 people Monday at Burr
Gym.

Finney free throws came after,
Howard's Sean Mason scored a basket
to cut FAMU lead to 86-84 with 14
seconds to go. The inbounds pass by the
Rattlers went to guard Kenneth Davis
(game high 28 points) who passed to
Finney who was fouled by Bison forward Tracy King with six secor.ds to go.
''I took my time to hit those free
throws and put icing on the cake.'' said
Finney.
FAMU (6-8, 4-3) was able to come
back from an 11 point second half defi·
cit to win, thanks to a superior effort in
getting offensive rebounds. They en·

joyed a 42-28 advantage and got 15
offensive boards to Howard 'sseven.
most of those coming in the second

half.
With l:OOtoplay,FAMUforward •
Kelvin Daniels (19 points) got a
huge basket from a offensive rebound, plus a foul by Howard guard
Milton Bynum. which following the
free throw ga\•e the Rattlers a six
point lead at 85-80 with 39 seconds
left.
''The scouting report said we

see FAMU, page1 O
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INSIDE

By JENNIFER GOLSON

ove r WHBC (830 AM).
•·1· m not sure what else I can do," she

HiHtop Staff Reportflf

said, adding that perhaps she was too
''involved'' in the elections process to
notice any other changes that could be
enacted.
Petitions for general assembly positions were made available to students on
Friday, Jan . 18 and will be due this
Wednesday at 3 p.m. to the Armour J .
Blackburn Center, room 116.
Jones said there have been more requests for the position of Uiidergraduate Trustee than f'<rr Howard University
Student Association President, Vice
President or Graduate Trustee. This trend
is similar to that of last year's.
Students filling petitions for HUSA
positions need 555 signatures, while
potential Undergraduate Trustee candidates need 200 and those for Graduate
Trustee need 100.
HUSA candidates must also be in

With Spring semester '9 1 in full
swing, variousacti\•itics have again been
placed into action , including the procedures regarding the 1991 General Assembly Elections.
Serving in her second year as elec·
tions chairperson, Yolanda Jones noticed the increase in the voter turnout,
but is not sure of what else is needed to
draw more students to the polls. There
was a total of 2,051 students at the polls
this year as opposed to 1,835 from the
1990 election.
''There are places all over campus for
(voting) machines,'' Jones said, and remarked that there is a voting machine
placed ';in almost every building on
campus.' 1
In addition, Jones said there have
been ads placed in The Hilltop , flyers
posted and commercials broadcasted

see ELECTIONS, page 6

When the war hits home
Some students have a personal stake in Gulf conflict
By REGINA M. MACK
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Special Report
•True love runs it's course on
Howard's campus.

Seepage 7A

Chemical Terrorism
• What should be done in a
chemical attack by Iraq
Seepage3B

As a result of the full fledge war in
the Gulf, many families in the states
are separated from their loved ones.
Many protestors throughout the nation
are now advocating in favor of military
action in the Gulf, because they believe
the sooner the war is over, the sooner
they can be reunited with their relatives.
However, while the war continues,
students in the Howard community,
with family members in the war have
turned to pray. On January 24, the
United Ministries and the Office of the
Dean of Chapel sponsored an all·
campus ''Call to Prayer'' to a variety of
expressions and concerns for peace.
Dean f the Cfiapcl, Dr. Evans E.
Crawfor , is also in the process of
assistin students in establishing sane·
I

'

tuary points in case the draft comes.
''It's a good possibility that when the
National Coalition of Ministries compiles its list of references throughout the
country. and especially in the D.C. area
th8.t many of the churches will be white.
We've been in the process of ci1ing
churches like Ashberry United Meth- .
oclist, Metropolitan AM.E. and Union
Tc mp le and several other black churches
in the co1nmunities. I admire thesC
students, because they are not waiting
until the draft comes,'' Dean Crawford
said.
Students continue to voice there
concerns about the role the AfroAmericari community plays in the Gulf
Crisis. Donald McClintock, a junior
pharn1acy major feels that ''usually
military force in the Gulf is morally
wrong. I'm strongly opposed to it It's
not the Afro-American community's

see WAR, page 10

Escort service
hopes to provide
safer environment
By DONNA LEE
Hiiitop Staff Reporter •

To assist in combating crime around
tlle Howard University campus, the
Security Division Crime Prevention Unit
has implemented a campus crime pre·
vcntion plan. If successful, the plan will
help faculty, students, staff and administrators become aware of variousaimCs
and help them avoid potential crime
situations.
William Brown, a seni~r at Ho~ard
Univcrsity, is the new Iy appointed Oime
Prevcnlion Officer. Brown said Howard
will benefit from this plan simply be·
cause ''an ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure."
In revamping the program, Brown
said his main goal was to inform the

see SECURITY, page 10
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Sorority
inactive
for 1990-91
The administration of Howard Uni·
versity was informed last week by the
national office of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, that the Alpha Chapter (on
campus) has been placed in an inactive
status until further notice. This makes
the sorority ineligible to participate in
any campus activities or conduct ac·
tivities related to recruiting new mem·
bers during the 1990-1991 school year.
Marion Hull, faculty advisor for the
sorority, said there is a possibility that
pledging activities may be occurring on
campus. ''We have been hearing that
there have been activities where girls
have been lead to believe that there Will
be a line this year," she said. "Girl's
have said to me 'I thought you said there
wasn't going to be a line this year.'"
The last time the pledging pTIXCS.$
took place Wll.$ in the spring of 1990
after being banned the two previous
years.

Members of Alpha Kappa Alpha
questioned about their inactive sta~
refused to comment on the situation.

For the Reronl
On November 30, 1990 The Hill·
top published an article concerning a
letter written to the chairman of the
Physical Education Department making certain allegations against Dr.
Oliver Odor.
At the time of publication, The
Hilltop believed the anicle to be cor·
rect. However, (urther investigation
revealed that the allegations were not
accurate. Therefore, The Hilltop retracts the article and sincerely
PHOTO BY PAUl WOODRUFF

Kondrla Black, a sophomore from North Carolina, has a
father who la stationed In the Persian Gulf.

;

appologizes for any difficulty or embarra.ssment it may have caused Dr.
Ordor.

'
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entreprenuers

Lack of graduate funds
leaves a financial void ·

By KAREN GOOD

By PAMELA D. FORD

Hiiitop StaW Ropoffflt

Hllhop Stan Reporter

' The

Small Business Development
Center in the School of Business is on its
way to developing an institute withi?
the school, focusing on entrepreneurship and helping teach students how to
s1art successful Black businesses---00
thei~ own.
.
Nancy Flake, director of the center,
explained that proceeds from the Sixth

Annual Salute to Blacks In Business
Conference will be used to build the
institute. The conference usually offers
receptions, free workshops, and a lun-

481

Annually, only eight percent of
Howard University alumni contrib·
ute funds to the university according
to Nesta H. Bernard, Director of the

Office of Alumni Affairs.

photo by KMI J, LM

.

Shuttle service brings eight additional seats to students.

Additional buses
may bring efficiency

cheon; however, this year a busincSs
trade fair will be added for the first
time-a very important factor in the
establishment of the institute.
··~ far as monies raised from the
BY SHAUNTAE BROWN
Plaza resident, said, ''The new buses
conference," Flake said, ''we usually
provide much more leg room, but I
break even, but there will be a fee for HilltopStaffReporler
don ' tcareiftheyareneworold~ aslong
exhibilors for the trade fair, so the pro.
as they run on time. And they still need
ceed.s will go to the new program.
In an attempt to improve the shuttle to work on being on time."
''It's very important that everyone bus service, The Goldline/Grayline bus
Boykin said the company has worked
attend the trade fair. It will not be sut. company has added new busses and is toimproveproblemsbyhavingthesame
cessful if people don 't partic;ipate!'' ,
working toward following the schedule. operator work every weekend.
-. · The trade fair will give Black owned
· Goldline/Grayline. the company
'' We never had a consistent person to
businesses, large corporations, as w~ll which supplies the shuttle bus service, work the weekend shifts. Sometimes
as local, national and stude~t entrepre. hasaddedonenewbustoboththeSutton people would show up and sometimes
neurs the opportunity to facilitate busi· Plaza and the Meridian Hill routes.
they wouldn't. Now we have people
ness opportunities, employment, and
The new power steering buses are whoaremoredependableandtakearcal
sales of merchandise. However, the five feet longer and have a 51 passenger interest ingettingthejobdonc,''he said.
proceeds from the conferences may not seating capacity compared to the older
Kimberly Miller, a sophomore Mc·
be enough.
,
43 passenger seating capacity.
ridian Hill resident, said, '' I can't com·
''It will take a lot of money," Flake
James Boykin, director of operations plain. They have been running at night
explained. '' ... several million dollars to at Goldline, said. ''these two buses are and on the weekends like they are supdo this full force. Money from the on a tri al basis now and their perfor· posed to."
conference is just enough to get the fund mance will detem1ine if the company
Netta Rucker, a sophomore Sutton
raising effort off the ground.
will be getting additional buses.··
Plaza resident. does not agree.
''We need money that will be per·
Although the buses are new, they are
''They have improved on the wcekpetual,'' Flake continued. ''We're going not infalible. According to Boykin. one ends. but during the week they leave too
to go to corporations, government of the buses has had to have service for early. I should not have to leave 20
agencies, African·American entrepCe. brakes. while the other has had the re- minutes early," she said.
neurs, and foundations in an effort to placement of a po\ver steering hose.
Rev . James Coleman, director of the
raise the funds. We are discovering ways
Angela Phillips. a sophomore Me· office of special programs. said, ''We
to endow the program so it will generate ridian Hill resident. said, ''I'm glad to have not gotten the high volumeof comearnings to make [the institQ!Sl lo,ng ~. see ,the·,trnll.e~PS 'O j,!f~iiJU.P· , .JHpints lhat we ~e'i:jxs4 ,~LS,.e,e;.
term ..''
date the high volume of students, par· ten1ber. but I would like to remind slu·
Despite the financial difficulties that ticularly during the rush hour period."
dents if they have problems to report
may arise, Flake is very optimistic. Many
Patrick White. a sophomore Sutton them to the office of special programs.··
plans have already been implemented,
such as a half hour small business
magazine television show to be shown
onWHMM.
The show will highlight successful
Black entrepreneurs such as Earl Graves,
Don King, Percey Sutton, Terri Wil·
Iiams and Bea Smith. Flake believes
Howard University will be the first col·
lege or university to have this type of
program to air on television.
.
'
Flake explained that the main thrust
of the institute will be a curriculum on
entrepreneurship to be founded in the
Schoql of B. Students will learn how to
establish and finance their businesses,
as well as how to make them more
profitable. She would like to remind
Hilltop readers that ''the institute is 1not
just for business majors-it 's for ev·
eryone.''
Joseph Conrad is another individual
working with the institute. A Supervi-

This number is low in compari·
son to the 2S to 30 percent yearly
contributions that Georgetown
University's Alumni Affairs re~

ported.

The Howard University Center for
Academic Reinforcement (CAR)
would like to invite all inter~sted
students to sign up for free five-week
mini·courses designed to enhance
study and writing skjlls. If you are
currently having trouble in schodl, or
if you simply wish to improve your
study skills, then these mini·courses
are for you. The course offerings include;
Term Paper Writing, Test Taking,
Memory ~d Concentration, Listen·
ing and NoYc·Taking, Reading Com·
prehcnsion, and Goal Setting. These
courses will be offered for two mini·
sessions; Jan. 28 ·Mar. I and Mar. 25

BY CHRISTOPHER CONTI
Hiiitop Staff Report•

Despite 82 alumni clubs and asso-ciatiOns nationwide, as well as in Nigeria and Jamaica, the Howard University Office of Alumni Affalrs con·
tinues to address the problem of en·
hancing the financial participation of
the university's graduates.
Ms. Nesta H. Bernard, Director of
Alumni Affairs, contends that it is
every students' obligation to support
their parent institution.
''We are constantly seeking to en·
hance alumni participation. Ideally,
we would like to see 100 percent
participation (in the clubs and uso-ciation], but we would be happy with

" fl£~~·~
g fficeHii,:P~\41
0 Alumni 1'3ta1rs
praises alumni clubs and associations

• Apr. 26.

.

'

•

'

..

ated.
The goal of the Howard University
Office of Alumni Affairs is to encourage participation from Howard graduates and past students. The office is

for their group efforts in student re·
cruitment. However, the office chal·
lenges indivldual graduates to make fi.'
nanclal contributions to the university.
University officials agrec.w'tb the Of-

-

flee of Alumni Affairs in thO'liellelth

.

associations consist of Howard's

schools and colleges and the alumni
of Student organizations such as the

'

marching band.

•

.In addition to post-graduate
alumni organizations, there is the
Prc·AlumniA.wx:iation. Thisncwly

formed organization's mission is to
destroy apathy among students be·

'

fore they graduate. The group was

see SUPPORT, page A10
~

our own alumni," she added.
Data management officials can
a~Urately account for approximately38,CKXlalumniwhosenames
a.Dd current addresses are kept on
fllemtheOftkCof~Affaira.

enhanced individual fmancial sponsqr·
Avetagc annual alumni contri·
ship will greatly improve die current butions consistently reach apfiscal snarls faced by the university.
proximately $1.2 million; repreAlumni club and aswclation mem- . scntativc of oontnbutions of ap·
bership rang~ between 3300 and 4000 proximately 8 percent of the total
members, and has never gone above number of Howard Univcrsit)'
4000-a relatively small pe~centage of alumni. 1

the total number of university alumni.

The Office of Alumni Affairs is

"It is essential that we support our Currently wOrkina to achieve fiown. Aside from the relief provided by itancial contributions from at least
individual financial contributions, it
percent of the total number of
provides administrators with a degree alumni.
of leverage when they solicit wpport
By contrast, local majority infrom outside sources," Bernard said.
stitutionscnjoy signific'iiitly higher
,,,::, i~"~1f~l9Slhers In good ..'1111.!JJ,!li .£.Q.ntri~)lli~AI· The
conSdn@•
?or suppo~·wbcn we-- ~e'or&etm--UmveiSitY 1Alumni
don't have the support of even half of

¥J

fl

Hilltop Staff Reporter

CHARTER DAV DINNER HONORS ALUMNI

The theme for the 1991 annual
Howard University Salute to Blacks in
Business is ''Building Ptofitable Busi·
nesses: An Agenda for the '90's. '' The
event, to be held from Feb. 6 to Feb. 8,
consists of a variety of seminars and
workshops designed to enhance the
knowledge of Howard University Students in various areas of business and
economic empowerment.
Events include: ''How To Finance a
Small Business'', ''Planning For Finan·
cial Success", ''Doing Business With

George Herman Hammond, 48,
son of Mrs. Salen Parker·Hammond
and the late Madison Hammond, de·
parted this life suddenly on Thurs·
day, Jan. 17, 1991 at Malcolm Grow
Hospital, Andrews Air Force Base.
Hammond served five years with
the Metropolitan Police Depart be·
fore joining Howard University Se·
curity on Sept. 12, 1977, where he
remained in service until his death.
Mr. Hammond leaves his wife,
mother, brothers and sisters.

Corporate America'', and a Business
Trade Fair. The conference, co·
sponsored by the School of Business
Student Council, will also honor Af·
rican·American entrepreneurs for
their achievements in their respective
business communities.

(202) 806-8600.

•

give back to Howard after she gradu-

•

6th ANNUAL SALUTE TO
BLACKS IN BUSINESS

•

our resources together to have something all our own, especially in our edu-

By TANISHA MASSEY

IN PJ!EMORV OF GEORGE H.
HAMMOND, PROTECTOR
OF STUDENTS

This yC<ar's alumni honorees are:
These spring semester mini··
courses arc part of the Centcf for Hon. David Dinkins, Hon. Gwendolyn
Academic Reinforcement's ongoing Stewart-King in the area of government

"We as African-Americans heed to pull

1

see ALUMNI, page A10

-

Bdokstore innovations
'check out' with students

and public service, Gerald D. Prothro in
the area of business and corporate af·
fairs, and Hon. Leander J. Shaw, Jr., in
1he
area of law and judicial administra·
•
lion.
Tickets may be purchased by con·
tacting the Office of Alumni Affairs at

I

can·American studies major, added that,

•

effort to assist Howard students in their
pursuit of academic excellence. There
arc courses offered to help virtually CV·
ery student improve upon their academic
performance.
Due to the limited number of seats
available, registration will be on a first
come, first served basis. Course listings
and times in addition to sign.up sheets
are available in Academic Support
Building B, room 105.

The Howard University Office of
Alumni Affairs will be hosting its an·
nual Charter Day Dinner to be held on
Friday, March 1, 1991 and 7:30 pm at
the Washington Hilton. There will be a
pre-dinner reception at 6:30 pm.

Caribbean and Africa. Professional

ings, special events, a newsletter and
alumni meetings.
Currently there arc 82 Howard
University clubs and professional
associations. Clubs are located
throughout the U.S., and in the

Alumni support critical in generating
revenue, university officials claim ·

Students find themselves moving through the bookstore faster, facing shorter lines.

ACADEMIC REINFORCE·
MENT PROVIDES MINICOURSES

Rachel Watkins, a sophomoie Afri·

divided into five

'

pholo by KeW> J. i..e

see BUSINESS, page A 10

including, fund raising, masa mail·

cational institutions."'
that
She added that she felt obli&ated to

While many students feel
more alumni should give back to
Howard, they understand the reasons
why most do not.
''By the time we graduate from
here, people are tired of Howard
losing their money,'' said Nakima

compone~ti

Davis, a junior international business
major. ''People don't trust Howard with
their money and don't know where it's
going."
However, Davis added that she will
give money after she graduates.
''If I can help one student gain an
education, I will," she said.

Howard University Bookstore aims
to improve its relationship with students
this semester by altcmpting to decrease
the pains associated with buying books.
Due to a shortage of space near the
cash register area, lhe bookstore recently
bought three additional cash registers
for $32,000, one of which is located
near the rear of the store to handle Stu·
dent vouchers only. ''For a couple of
years we {bookstore personnel) noticed
everyone was in one area," said
Alexander, the bookslore's budget and
fiscal director.
''Now lines are going a lot faster and

we opened the fire exit for more area,"
said Alexander. Eventually, the book·
store plans to expedite the voucher sys·
tern by installing tele<heckers to quickly
scan credit·cards.
Some students will ·agree that the
additional cash regi~ters have increased
the process of purchasing books. Wil
Greenfield, a sophomore mathematics
major, said, ''I just went straight through
the line to the cashier, it took me about
10 minutes." However, most students
still believe the bookstore's effort have
not changed mu~h. ''They opened up
more registers," said Idris Ahmad, a
sophomore zoology major, ''but the
cashier line is still slow."

see BOOKSTORE, page A10

'

I
Roaches and other pests stlll haunt doorrns

War declared on dorm pests
By ERIKA GRAVETT
HHltop StaW Ropofler

In spite of the Office of Residence
Llfe's cfforts to resolve the long·slanding
rodent and insect problems in campus

dormitories and buildings, many stu·
dents argue that the problem is as
prevalent as ever.
'' Roaches are everywhere! They said
they exterminated, but I think the
problem is even worse,'' said Stacey
Harris, sophomore elementary education
major and resident of Meridian Hill Hall.
The Office of Residence Life main-

tains an annual contract with Steritecb,
a local pest control company, with funds
allocated for weekly extermination of
campus dormitories.
''We provide services all year-round,"
said Eric Eicher, General Manager of
Stcritech. '"The primary pest we are
dealing with is the German roach which
is found in buildings,'' Eicher said.
The German roaches are carried into
buildings in items such as shopping
bags, boxes and suitcases. in general,
roach infestation is more prevalent dur·
ing the summer months. As the tern·

see PESTS, page A10
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How to Avoid Errors in Completing
the 19'Jl-92 Financial Aid Form (FAF")

! HELP US HELP YOU !
The Office of Financial Aid and Student
· Employment will be conducting financial aid
seminars during the months of January and
February (see schedule below).

•

A3

Because the FAF is scanned by machine and then processed by c:omputer. ii must he nc:11lv and a...·t·ura1elv c1)mpleted B I .
·ugg ,.
f
·d·
_._
•
.
. e ow art some
s
es ions or avll1 1ng errors mauc by students and parents when completing the F AF,. 'fhese errors delay lh• pr . . ·
r
sludenl's FAJ.',
·
·
·
ocess1ng o a

l

DON'T forget lo include the c1mc1.·1 processing fee hl.-fiJrc
• mailing your FAF if you ··~•ant c11ll.:{!.es and Pfl)l!ra111s t11
receive your infonna1ion.

If lhe f1.>t is not included, CSS \.\ill

01 / 25/ 91

Blackburn Auditorium
2:00-4:00 p.m. Students/General Public

ma1ion to any colleges and pr(1gra111s.

2

I

02/07/91

Blackburn Forum
!
2:30-4:40 p.m.
Community/0.thers

02/18/91
02 / 28 / 91

Blackburn Auditorium
2:00-4:00 p.m.
Community/Others

DON'T staple 1he chl.'t:k or money \1rdcr 10 lhc FAF.

3

OON'T f<'t!!l'l to include 1hccollcgetsl you li,.1ctl in 4ucs1111n

..

Blackburn Auditorium
2:00-4:00 p.m. Students/General Public

10.

·

Stapling lhe payment and the FAF togc1hcr n:4uires ,~1.·1al
handlin(! that delays processing.

•

•

1hc FAF.

IX>~'T

5

•

6

1

SEE OTHER SIDE FOR A SAMPLE OF THE TYPE OF
INFORMATION TO BE PRESENTED AT THE SEMINARS.

Write onl)· in lhe response area ... o n the fonn . If you need 10
~ak~ c~mcnls, use lhl' <;ection cnlitlcd ''Ekplanalions/
Special (. 1ri.:un1stan~·cs . ··

$

rage 2.

12.
13.

0111)' a sharp N11. ~ t,111L ·lca<I) h!,11· ~ 1x·n.:1l In~ . 111.1~11·
niarker. and h:illpoin1 f'l."O tl'n,1111,m1•;i1 an•1 ·· n1,-,.,1· · ,,,1 11 1,.
I•1r111. l'l1l' ...:a11nt•r t·ann• 11 r,·;,,[ 1·1111 •r.:~I 1x·111·1I, , ir ,· 1.1.1 , "''

14.

1)()~··1· t'11t1·r" ra11gt' ,,t fii;11rt''· ~uch as SKIXl· 1200. on the

1:Al·

•
l)()N'T put lwo separate amounts in one answer area.
Make onl)' one cn1ry for each answer space.

l)()N'T ~nd ll'tler... ta., r11nns. t,r 1i1hcr ma1crials with yo"'

r=."-t-'.

IM )!\' ·1· :.cnll I he t=A 1: h) rcgis1i:rcd, ccn 1fi1·d. or Ck press
11131 J_

.'i1·111l lht: 1:,\1-' h~ regular. fir~t f la.' s mail. Ir aspc=cial mailing
,,·r. 1,·1· 1' t1,t·,I. 11 '' 111tlcl;iy1 hc pr1JoCc!.sing of the FAI-'.

l J ~c

I ,,. 1>111~ .1 ,harp :\t i 2 1'••11 11".1. ! 1 t• L1, l ;" 11,,I l·r.,,,. '•'•l'
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CHALLENGE

CAMPUS ALL-STAR

•

cor1PET IT ION

'

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW SMART ALECKS, WISE GUYS AND KNOW IT ALLS
WE'RE NOT LOOKING FOR JUST ANY STUDENT. THE STUDENTS WE ARE LOOKING FOR Tl~INK IT'.S FAR
M~ IMPORtANT TO MAKE TfiE DEAN'S LI ST TflAN THE PARTY, AND THE COOLEST STEf>S ON CAMPUS
ARE THE ONES THAT LEAD STRAIGHT TO THE LIBRARY.
'WE'RE

LOOKING FOR A FEW SMART STUDENTS TO COMPETE IN THE CAMPUS ALL-STAR CHALLENGE. A
FUN FILLED COLLEGE BOWL TYPE QUEST ION ~ND ANSWER COMPETITION Tl~AT WI LL SHO\~ EVERYONE ON
CAMPUS WHAT A SMART ALECK, WISE GUY AND KNOW IT ALL YOU REALLY ARE .

-

•

YOU CAN BE PART OF A TEAM THAT WILL SHOWCASE ITS SKILLS AGAINST OTHER BLACK COLLEGES IN
A VARIETY OF CHALLENGING AREAS LIKE BLACK HISTORY, SCIENCE, CURRENT AFFAIRS, SPORTS. MUSIC
AND MORE.
=<
.

.

'

YOU WILL BE PLAYING FOR THOUSANDS 'OF DOLLARS ALONG WITH SCHOOL PRIDE. PLEASE CONTACT MS.
ROBERTA MCLEOD, DIRECTOR - .ARMOUR J. BLACKBURN UNIVERSITY CENTER - ROOM 134 TO SIGN UP FOR
THE ACADEMIC COMPETITION. THIS MIGHT ' JUST BE THE ONLY TIME YOU CAN GIVE US A PIECE OF YOUR
MIND AND GET AWAY WITH IT .

•

'

!• -

.

SIGN UP DEADLINE:
TELEPHONE:
-

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 30, 1991
806-5689, 806~5690 FOR MORE DETAILS

. $50,000.00 SCHOLARSHIP TO THE UNIVERSITY FOR THE FIRST PLACE TEAM
•
l

,

•

•
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'w'e Don't I-love A Qoorum,
So We Can't Vote,
So Go Home.

Ban Quorums
Section 3 and clause D of the Howard University Hilltop Policy Board, which is comprised of student
Student Association 's constitution states, ''All busi- representatives from the different schools and colleges as
ness before the policy board must be approved by a 2/ well as several faculty members, were unable to reach the
J's vote.'' Throughout the HUSAconstitution , as well required quorum to vote on a proposal that would approve
as in the constitutions of other student run government publication of The Hilltop twice a week. As a result, the
bodies. decision making processes require a specified nation's largest black collegiate newspaper has not been
number of voting members-a quorum- in order to able to take the first step towards becoming a daily
enact substantial policy. Since various campus policy- publication. According to upper-level officials in the
making institutions have been unable to achieve a HUSA administration. programs generated by the student
quorun1 and enact new programs which would foster government have also been hindered by quorums.
in1proven1ents to the quality of student life on our
We must consider whether we want policy-making
can1pus, the quorum system should be abolished.
institutions which are representative of wide student inter- The quorum systen1 was devised, as the preamble est and do not make policy. or policy-making boards that
of the HUSA constitution states, '' ... to provide for: can pass legislation quickly and effectively. Moreover. if
1
broad involvement and adequate representation of all quorums were banned, student interest could still be
n1ajor student segments ... " Such measures are. in- represented. Without a quorum system, voting members
~ deed~ intentled to encourage policy-making represen- may see that decisions will be made without them and may
tative of ''broad sectors'' of our student body and to try to take a more active part in making those decisions.
protect against the tyranny of a minority faction .
Regardless of the fact that fines, penalties, and repeated
Sadly. these measures have resulted in a lack of new notices have failed to encourage the attendance necessary
policy. as well as in creating policy-makiilg institu- for a quorum. policy-making must continue. After all,
tions which are slo\v and ineffective.
government by the few can be better than no government
For example. at the en-d of last semester. The at all.

'

•
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Letters to the Editor

'

Saved: Children's Theatre
After n1uch worry and discontent, parents, alumni.
and all others \vith a vested interest in seeing -T he
Children's Theatre continue can rest assured. Administrators have made it clear that the university has no
intention of abolishing the theatre. They have noted,
however. that changes will have to be made.
The prin1ary fact \vhich many believed would give
the unive rsity an impetus to close the theatre was the
concern over for safety of the children participating in

theatre officials is a priority. as it rightfully should be. The
university should have a say. in the adminiS;trative matters
of the theatre. By increasing administrative control, the
university could mandate and maintain standards which
would insure quality staffing, equipment and facilities .
Furthermore, the university could, by providing scholarsh ips and decreasing the theatre's tuition. engage in an
effort to recruit more economically disadvantaged youth.
This could be made pos~ible by more stringent budgeting
it The Administration has rightfully noted that hav- of finances and more aggressive marketing of theatre
ing sma ll children face the ph;'sical environn1ent in participant's brilliant talent.
which the theatre has been housed the past few years
No one wants to see the university exploit small
presents a potentially dangerous situation. Having children, bUt the theatre is not fully self-sufficient. The
youths roam Childers Hall quasi-supervised ri sks a university should find ways to make it pay for itself.
costly lawsuit for the university, and the unthinkable
Since information leaked that ilfe theatre could be
possibility of a life-threatening injury to an aspiring closed. there has been division in the College of fine Arts.
Paul Robeson. A new location for the theatre shou ld All animosity betwee n the supporters of The Children's
be found, as the administration, assures it will be, to Theatre Group and administrators should end. It appears
decrease the university's financial ris~ and, above all, that at this mon1ent, despite the issue surrounding tile
to insure the safety of the theatre's participants.
decisions of the previous fate of the theatre, everyone is
Moreover. university officials have assured that working for the same goal. Such petty divisiveness will do
improved comriiunication between univers ity and nothing but hinder us .

.75 Years of Distinction

'

From meager beginnings to becoming the Nation's
Largest Black Collegiate Newspaper, The Hilltop has
used the past 67 years to continue the pursuit of journalist ic excellence. Although the first issue bears
January 22, 1924 on its masthead. students have made

caused individuals to go past these difficulties and vie for
the position of Editor-in-Chief. Even if unintentional .
the campus leaders in journalism still make an attempt to
unify the Howard spirit; form and influence student
thought; encourage worthy school enterprise; build
the attempt to follow the ideals falling under freedom of respec t for constituted authority; foster clean sportsmanthe press since 1917 (unofficially).
ship; serve as a medium for the expression of student
thought; acquaint parents with the progress of the school;
After becoming a legitimate Howard organization promote good scholarship and extra-curricular activities;
in 1923, it took close to a year for the. first issue to encourage young men and women to enter the field of
appear. Originally a semimonthly ·publication, time journalism; and work constantly for the welfare of tl1e
and technology have graced The Hilltop with the abil- school.
ity to become a publication that is produced weekly. In
Pushed to closely consider that last mission state1991 visions of twice a week and daily productions ment, that might mean working well into the morning to
have taken root in the minds of staff members.
complete an issue. Completion is not synonymous \vith
Plagued by criticism (as individuals find displea- timely delivery. However, the campus population can
sure with almost any publication), poor equipment, appreciate the liberties provided by the fortunate absence
small staffs, and power outages, students from all of censorship. Once the papef is delivered, there is a
majors have still taken up the challenge and continued reassurance that the production provided has been unthe tradition. The 10 mission statements little known to touched by the administration. Such a privilege will
•
members of the staff and other students alike, have hopefully be granted through the next 67 years.

Registration & Validation
I

Each year, Howard University students are faced
with completing the truly illusive task of getting their
regi stration cards validated. This year, the university
has exerted a great deal of energy to assist students in
the registration process. The remaining difficulties, if
possible, may be remedied by students.
This semester, Dr. Lawren"ce John son's new system for dealing with the registration process was a
considerable success. As previously reported by Tl1e
Hilltop , the new process entails: I) mailing validated
certificates of registration tO students who possess the
adequate funds for registration in their accounts and
mailing registration appointment cards to other students,
and 2) placing the entire registration process in one
location.
Even though, this year, most students have experienced one of the smoothest registration processes of
their careers at this university, there are still some
students who have faced difficulties. Much of this
apparent difficulty has arisen from a callous attitude
toward registration, which causes many students to
wait until the 13st minute to register. The university

goes to considerable lengths to send out registration
materials to students weeks in advance, yet students
have ignored these notifications and have opted to wait
until the eve of registration to prepare their finances and
material.
As always, many of the students who are facing
registration difficulties.this semester are victims of the
system. Financial Aid, traditionally the principle cause
sighted by students for not completing the registration
process. has gotten better. Most students this year are

sighting a lack o(cJasses as the reason for the delay in
registration. Students argue that their classes were
dropped, and now they cannot get into the classes they

wanted to take.
Surprisingly, many students could have avoided
having their classes dropped. A substantial portion of
those students who suffered a cancel at ion of classes did
so because many of their colleagues were taking an
extended vacation. Failure to register promptly should
not be tolerated. It undermines the registrar's system
and puts most of the administrative business behind by
a semester. No matter how harsh it may have seemed to
drop classes, the university was right .

I
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Corrections to
Letter to Bush

port ...

..

3. At the end of the sixth paragraph the
correction should read •· ... the welfare
and security of the Muslim masses, and
the inviolability of Muslim lands.''
I believe that you can agree enough
with us that these corrections (specifically 2 and 3) are important enough to
merit your attent 'on. We thank you for
the time accordc
this request.

Dear Sir:
To begin with, let me convey our
deepest appreciation for your
organization's decision to publish our
. open letter to the President of the United
States (Jan. 18). With all that has transpired since the letter was composed. it
pleases uS to be on official record in
opposition to a contlic[ which will in·
evitably result in a long-term consequence for all mankind.
The purpose of this letter is to bring
to your attention a couple of very important mistakes made in the printed
copy. which caused us to wonder if our
letter was re-typed by the same person
(who re-typed President Bush's Letter)
and/or recieved the same level of edi[Orial review for accuracy. We hope
that your organization \\'ill either reprint
the full open letter·along with the date
that it was composed, 1/ 12/91 . or publish in your next edition the appropriate
corrections. They are as follows:

M. Saalakahn

Open LetterResl1aping Howard
•

Dear Dr. Jenifer,
I ask you to carefully weigh the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of closing
the Schools of Education and Continuing Education as recommended in the
'' Investing for Excellence: Strategically
Repositioning Howard University to
Face the Challenges of the 21st Century'' (Jan. 18). If these schools are
l . In the first paragraph. following the transferred to the College of Liberal
brief summary of our collective con· Arts, the graduate research for these
cems. the correction should read ·· ... he fields will be destroyed. In my opinion.
equated Islam with communism and the graduate education department is a
nazism.
linchpin for educational research. educational technology. and research in
2. At the end of the fifth paragraph the teaching. In order to prepare competent
correction should read ·· ... I do speak for teachers to help students to excel on the
the 80-90 percent of the native Muslim SAT and other tests, Howard must have
and immigrant populations in the U.S. an excellent gradyate school of educaAnd thus, those Muslim-American tion. It must not rely on other schools of
leaders who haVe articulated their sup- education (such as Columbia Univer~

-

sity or Harvard University) to decide the
mood, beat, or tone of urban education.
In addition Dr. Jenifer, the question,
''Wi ll the College of liberal Arts be
equipped, academically, to train professional educators such as presidents,
deans of colleges, superintendents of
public schools, and other administrators
to direct urban schools?," must be considered. The School of Continuing
Education should seek to train and update the skills of educational administrators with the use of continuing professional education (C.P.E.) as defined
by Craig L. Scanlan ... ''To update or to
expand the proficiency, knowledge ,
skills, or attitudes necessary to effectively _discharge their occupational
ro Ics. ..
... ~
When the University was opened on
April 22, 1867, a separate department
was set up to train teachers. As Dr. •
Rayford W . Logan confirmed in his
book Howard Unjyersjty 1867-1967.
''The primary object of the Normal
Department is to prepare teachers for
the colored population.'' It seems to me
the n1ission of Howard University in
t 867 and the mission of Howard in 1991
are the same: to train teachers to educate
African-Americans, guided by the sound
research of a quality school of education
which , with work. Howard University
can offer.
Finally, Dr. Jenifer, it has been report.ed that you want employees to take
an early retirement. This is an enigma to
me, since many of these employees you
want to retire are your age. Shouldn't
you reconsider your advice?
Dr. Roland Rier

.-'
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We welcome your
letters and comments
The Hilltop welcomes your views
on any public issue. We routinely condense letters for space. We also correct
•
errors of style, spelling and punctua·
ti on.
We publish only original factual
material addressed to us. We do not
publish poetry or prose.

Faculty and administrators arc encouraged to write and share their ideas and in no·
vations.
Send to: Letters to t.he Editor
The Hiiitop
2217 4th St.

N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20059

Letters as well as commentaries must be
typed and signed, complete with full address
and telephone number.
The opinions expressed on the Editorial
Page of the Hilltopdo not necessarily reflect
the opinions of Howard University, its administration, The Hilltop Board or the Stu·
dent body.
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Is black capitalism
the right answer?

A'S A~~ \liO 'f<:> ~. \
t>.\.\iN'v '\\J\ '"WE CO\.\~~ ~D

~~m~~~~~.

During the course of a recent conver-

sponsible for our oppression provide us

sation, a friend suggested that the main
problem facing black America is the
lack of black-owned businesses. He
devoutly believed that business could

with a way out of our oppression?'' I
think not.
While it is critically necessary for us
to have black businesses, we can ill
afford to view thetn as the primary source
of our deliverance. The survival of the
fittest mentality that lends itself to
''American,'' could be the cause of more
destruction in the black community. If
we are not careful, we coilld establish
black businesses t~at ass~m: the. ~adi·
tional role of white cap1tal1sts tn the
oppression and exploitation of the black
masses. Our status makes us particularly susceptible to this exploitation.
George Jackson, once the field marshal of"the Black Panther Party, brilliantly described our relationship to the
American capitalist structure. In his
words, '' there are four parts in the capitalist cycle: recession, recovery, expansion, and inflation. " He then asked,
"have black people in America ever
experienced an economic recovery or
expansion? We have remained in a
permanent recession, and when the
American economy falls into a recession, we spiral into sub-depression .''
Though I have not intended this to be
a complete indictment of black capitalism, I have intended it to inspire the
Howard business intelligentsia to devi se ways to end the exploitation of
Black America rather than strive to

serve as the primary mechanism for our
economic and , therefore. political and
social upliftment . This belief system is
nothing new. Booker T. Washington
championed ent reprcneurship as the best
form of soc ial and econom.ic

Jelani Makalani
legitimization of the black masses long
ago. Though this belief has some merit,
there are many flaws in the ideology of
black capitalism.
Firstly, the nature of American capi-

talism is a hostile and predatory one. In
order to survive. one must find new and
innovative ways to ma,ximize profits.

This oflen leads to worker exploitation
and imperialist ventures to secure fo reign raw materials. Th is was the driving
motiye behind the military conquest,
Colonization and exploitation of the African continent. In fact. the capitalist's
greed for cheap labor was the economic
impetus f~r the kidnapping and enslavement of our ancestors. One is left to
question, ''Can the same system re·

•

'\.

Three of us, members of the West
Chester (PA) NAACP, drove to Washington, D.C. on Nov. 15 and picketed
the ·National Education Association
(NEA) at 1201 16th Street, N.W. !or
defending teacher- racism. We stood in
front of th-e NEA doorway for three
hours with our signs and handouts.
Despite advanced notice, The Wash·
ington Post did not send a reporter. '
We believe teacher-racism is a na- .
tional problem and disgrace that kills
off, limits, and stunts :he education of

•

cc
•
••

switch places with our traditional oppressors: If we are to endorse black
capitali ~ m it must be done in such a
manner that it benefit the masses of
black people rather than a privileged
bourgeois elite. This is the challenge to
black businesses and intellectuals. Failure to meet this challenge will results in
a race further divided by socioeconomic
barriers.
The fact that capitalism benefits from

what has been called a ''fluid reservoir
of consumers and underemployed'' has
been effectively argued in both Black
Power, and Black Awakeninii in Capitaljst America . It is capitalism and its
ideology cousin, imperialism,that fuels
George Bush's aggressive policy toward Iraq. It is likely that thousands of
black and Hispanic men and women
\Viii die in the middle of a barren desert
to protect the investments of Exxon and

AT&T. Once again the American
economy seeks to strengthen itsei! on
the backs of black people. Be'(ore we
blindly endorse black business l!s our
master plan, we must carefully weigh
the merits of capitalism so that we do not
become the primary exploiters of our
own people.
Jela11i Makalani is a senior majoring
i11 English.

a Nigger's life? (Second grade)...
"2. Why do Niggers smell? (So
blind people can hate them too)."
"3. What do you call a Nigger with
half a brain? (Gifted)."
''4. What do you call a Nigger with
no brain? (Normal).''
''8. _How do you get the Nigger ou1
of the tree in Georgia? (Cut the rope)."

Since returning to school in September, I have had eight tickets, all of
which were for parking violations.
Each time I got that distressing pink
piece of paper. I would )'ank ii from
under my windshield wiper. mumble
a few profanities under my breath,
and then stick it in my glove compartment thinking, ''yeah I 'll pr.y it,
eventually.''
Well. I guess my procrastination

We say that-because of this action-he should n_ever teach again in
any school.
An arbitrator also found him guilty
as charged but--curiously-said his
punishment should be only a six month
suspension without pay.

'

'
·'
'------~----------- · ·~··--------------------~
law school.
Then they called my number. It was
my tum to go into the room and throw
myself on the mercy of the court. There
were about eight of us, including the
judge, in the little room . Each of us with
a different story to tell. ''Judge my wife
was pregnanl. That's why I ran the red
light." Boy, I thought, they just used
that one in the movies. ''Your honor, I
just got my driver's license last week, so
I' m still a little nervous on the roads."
O.K. just let me know when you ' re out
on the streets. Then it was my tum .

I got up, sat in the chair across from
the judge and said, ''Good morning, my
name is Keith Alexander." I was so
nervous my baritone voice transformed
itself into a weak Michael Jackson. I
re ally don 't remember too much after
that. All I know is that my $275 fine was
reduced to S110.
After leaving the courtroom I felt
likeR. Kenneth Mundy. Maybe I should
think about law as a career. I was pretty
good in there. I left the building and
walked over to my roommate's car with

what I thought was to be the first of
many court victories under my belt.
Ao;; l approached the car, somethingseemed familiar. I bad a feeling
of deja vu come over me. I walked up
to the car and I couldn't believe it.
There was one of those ugly pink
things under the windshield wiper
again. Parking in D.C. is truly a sick
joke.
Kei1h Alexander is a senior in 1/1e
Sc/100/ o/Communicalions

''If television's' panicky coverage of the war conti~ues ... ''
'

,,

As Union soldiers marched across
the Virginia countryside in 1861 ,headcd
for the first Battle of Bull Run, they
were folio.wed by scores of civilians.
These men and women took up positions on hilltops overlooking the battlefield. In the early moments of the fight·
ing, the men waved their hats and the
ladies twirled their parasols as Un ion

Dewayne
Wickham
•

'

troops overran Confederate positiODs.
But as the tide of battle turned - and
the grisly scenes of dead and dying
unfolded before them - the onlookers
quickly lost their stomach for war. Like
the Union lroops who were routed that
day, they, too, broke and ran.
Since then, most people in this country have left it lo the news media to give

'

black and minority students; and that
the NEA, by not opposing teacher- iacism-with actions, and strongly-is a
big part of the problem.
We write Howard University students for two reasons: (1) the NEA is in
Washington and we arc coming back to
picket them and we invite you to join us,
and (2) young black people who are in
college must know about and help lead
ttlis fight against this terribly destructive force. Teacher-racism sets the
downward course for millions of black
and minority children and we all must
fight it
Here is the sto.ry. In 1989, a while
West Chester (PA) teacher was fired by
the school board for copying and passing out a racist hate sheet to some other ·
teachers. Five ofthe40racial insUlts are
shown below:

'

''1. What arc the best three years of

'

,

'

Dr. W.T.M. Johnson

•

couldn't believe they would put that
embarrassing bright orange, iron ann on
my baby. And then they had the nerve
to put a sign under my windshield wiper
that read •·warning: Do Not Move Vehicle.'' Now. would someone please tell
me how I, or anyone for that matter, was
supposed to move my vehicle.
So, Friday morning I woke up and
.
. . -.
drove my roommate 's car td the OMV,
so I could be one of the first ones in line.
I think aboµt 150 other people had the
same idea I did. So there I was standKeith Alexander
ing in line with people who ran red
lights, drove recklessly through our
streets, and drove whire under the
was more than the D.C. Department influence of alcohol . I felt like a crimiof Motor Vehicles, OMV, could .tol- nal.
'erate. Last Wednesday evening, afI went from line to I ine and from
ter returning to my apartment from attitude to attitude. I was used to this.
the computer lab with my roommate , After all, I've been at Howard for four
I looked over at my car and saw a years. So there I sat, watching people go
bright orange appendage vehement! y in and out of the individual courtrooms;
attached to my poor front tire.
some with the look of victory on their
I couldn' t believe it. I was going faces, others with the look of defeat.
to pay those dumb tickets. Well , acThere I sat rehearsing my story:
tually, I was going to appeal a few of ''Your honor, I'm a poor college stu·
them because they weren 't my fault . dent.'' No that was loo pitiful. ''Your
Some of those parking signs around honor, I attend Howard University where
Howard are so ambiguous.
1 hope to one day go on to law school
Anyway, 1 was hurt. Not physi- like yourself." Lies. My major is jour·
caJly, of course, but emotionaJl y. I nalism and I haven 't once thought about

Stop
teacher•
racism
.

'

Parking at HU:
An ''unbootful''
•
experience

'

them less haunting images of the wars the scenes television is now bringing us
we fight. With our baltles reduced to out of Saudi Arabia and Israel, most
newspaper dispatches or the distant re- Americans will shortly sue our governports of foreign correspondents, people ment for peace.
were in.;ulated from the nauseating. and
People in this country are being trausometimes distorting, realities of war.
matized by lhe eerie sounds of air raid
But no more.
alarms that television nelworks send
Television has given Americans an- into our homes just seconds after they
other ringside seat from which to view are heard in Tel Aviv or Riyadh. And
lhe death and destruction of war. The their emotions are being twisted about
demand now for barf bags will surely by a stream of frivolous and speculative
rise.
reports coming from far too many tele·
Unlike their more disciplined behav- vision reponers in the war zone.
ior during the Vietnam War, television
Once a CNN reporter in Tel Aviv
networks today seem driven more by offered viewers across the world footthe need for audience share, rather than age of a burning light streaking across
the quest for knowledge, in their cov- the sky before he made an effort to
erage of the Persian Gulf conflict.
verify its source.
If television's panicky coverage of
As though to question the effectivethis war continues, the peace movement ness o' Israel's air defense system, he
- now a predictable coalition of paci- pointed out that no air raid sirens pre·
fists and would-be draft dodgers - will ceded the object's appearance in the
expand ils ranks. Given a steady dose of night sky over Tel Aviv.

Later - long after the blood pressure
of television viewers was sent soaring
- the network reported the object was
the burning remnants of a Soviet satellite, not an Iraqi missile.
There's something about television
viewers looking on live as journalists,
night after night, struggle to don gas
masks before dashing off into air raid
shelters that can warp a person's notions
about victory and defeat.
This war is being fought across a broad
expanse of Iraq, Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia, but television cameras remain
bolted to tripods in a few rear staging
areas. That media executives, both
broadcast and print, allow military authorities to censor their ability to cover
freely this conflict ought to evoke great
protest from members of the fourth eslate.
Instead, it has turned most war correspondents into publicists for Iraqi and

U.S. military officials. Unable even to
get onto air bases when strikes arc
launched against Iraq- and kept away
from the forward positions of U.S.
ground troops - television journalists
have beefh reduced to fixing their lens
skyward in the hapless search for enemy
missiles.
That's bad enough.
But what's worse is that the networks
have, through such static coverage, effectively moved the front lines of this
war to the hotels and news bureaus they
inhabit, far to the rear of actual combat.
And there, far from all but one of the
least effective weapons in Saddam
Hussein 's arsenal, they inundate tclc·
vision viewers with needlessly ·frightening reports of their own peril.
<;a, who says war ain't hell?
· _ ' opyright 1991, USA TODAY/Appl<
College Information NeZWOrk

Our West Chester community united
in protest against Reitmeycr's return to
school . . The school board vOted to appeal to the arbitrator's decision, Borough Council voted to support the action of the school board, and 3SOpeople,
black and white, came out and publicly
protested his return to teach the children
he had insulted.
Only the NEA, and its local and slate
chapters, continue to call for his return
to leaching. Dr. Meade and I presented
a Resolution to Censure the NEA for
defending teacher-racism to the PA State
NAACP president, Charles H. Butler,
M,O. The Resolution was approved by
a standing, overwhelming vote on October 27, 1990. Note that the NEA had
been invited to come to the meeting to
defend its position bur did not come.
The PA State NAACP Censure asks
the NEA lo: I) issue a public statement
of regret over the teacher's action, 2) to
oppose Reitmeycr's return to teachinganywhere, and 3) to refuse to pay for·the
legal defense of any teacher fired for
acts of racial or r~ligious bigotry. West
Chester teacher Marilee Jones said, "I
resent having to pay $365 a year to
defend a man who called me a Nigger."
Teacher-racism is a problem all
across America. A black man read our
handout when we were picketing the
NEA here in Washington and said
teachers here ''do that all the time.'' Or.
Meade told him he should work to force
such teachers out of teaching.
Some teachers continue to commit
racist acts because the NEA defends
them. We must stop the NEA from
defending teacher-racism. We know
that if that ha!e sheet had been directed
against Jewish people that the NEA
would not have dared defend him. They
know that Jewish people would rise up
in a terrible fury of protest. We, black
people, must do the same.
In Washington and all across the
country we must get black people and
fair-minded white people to continue to
protest against the NEA until they stop
defending teacher-racism.
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS COMMITTEE
•
•

wou·L o LIKE TO ANNOUNCE

,

. I

•

•

IT'S HUSA ELECTION TIME AGAIN!!!!! .
The new executive ·officers of the Howard University
Student Association have yet to be named.
Petitions for the positions of:

HUSA

r
•

preside11t/Vice-President

Undergraduate Trustee

•

I

G1·aduate 1"'1·ustee

will be available fr·om January 18th thru January 30th
between the hours of lOam and 6pm. COMPLETED
PETITIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE ELECTIONS
COMMITTEE NO LATER THAN 3PM ON JANUARY 30TH,
1991 IN'" ' BLACKBURN RM 116
1

.. ,.,
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*************************************************************
. ATTENTION ALL STUDEN,T COUNCILS
•.
•

...

WITH EL~CTIONS SCHEDULED FOR FEBRUARY 27;; 1991 STUDENT
COUNCILS ARE ADVISED TO BEGIN THEIR ELECTORAL PROCESS.
CONTACT US WITH THE NAME OF YOUR ELECTIONS COMMI'l*l'EE
CONTACT PERSON. THERE WILL BE A MANDATORY MEETING
OF
'
STUDENT COUNCIL ELECTIONS REPS ON JANUARY 25, 1991AT5:00
PM
'

•

}

**********************************************************************

·HELP

ANTED

.

•

POLLWORKERS ARE NEEDED TO MAN THE POLLS ELECTION DAY,
FEBRUARY 28, 1991. COMPENSATION AND LUNCH ARE PROVIDED.
PLEASE COME TO BLACKBURN ROOM 116 TO FILL OUT AN
APPLICATION .
•

'

•

•
I
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CAL
Doubled security
at Kennedy Center,
' District building

District
celebrates
King's
'

•• •

By TRACEY CARR

dream

Hiiitop Staff Repottflf

The Kennedy Center, a CUiturai affairs building, was forced to use dogs
and additional security when it received
a bomb threat last week. Because of the
recent war in the Persian Gulf , it, like

By GWEN MCGIL
HNlfop StaW Reporter

many olher Washington aiea buildings,

>:mid the reality of war, many

are being forced to increase security.

were able to find comfort in the nationiJ. observance honoring the birth

The Capitol and lhe District Building,
which are thought by many ~o be potential terrorists targets, have also increased
it s security during recent weeks.
Fortunately, the scare at the Kennedy

of Dr. Martin Luther KingJr.. and his

message of universal peace.
One main celebration in the District was the city's holiday observance
program held at the King Memorial

Cenler, localed al 2700 F Street, N.W.,
did not interrupt any performances, according to Laura Longely, director of
public affairs at the Kennedy Center.
''To secure the building, within the
hour police officials added security to
main public hallways and assigned officers to the building's entrance,"
Longley said.

Library, located at 901 G street, in
the northwest section in the city.

'

Th~

Martin Luther King Day pa-

rade, was another annual celebration
held in southeast Washington along

King Avenue.
Those in attendance at city's holiday obSCrvance included: Mayor

Longely added lhat additional of·

Sharon Pratt Dixon, Shadow Senator
Jesse Jackson, and D.C. Council
Chainnan John A. Wilson. _

The parade, which has become an
•

annual festivity for many families,
bas a special appeal to youngsters
because of the participating marching bands and floats.
As thousands of people filled King
A venue, others look time to express
their thoughts on the war, And, in the
midst of the celebration, many could
not cope with the fact that the United
Nations Jan. 15 deadline for Saddam
Hussein to pull out of Kuwait coincided with King's birthday.

While the holiday brought honor to
King, Mayor Dixon, clergy and many
elected D.C. 6fficia ls also urged residents to reflect upon the day and pray for
peace.

of a great man.
According to Mayor Dixon, coverage of the federal holiday was as best as
could be expected, consideri ng the war
situation.

Monique LeNoir a senior public
relations major said," They (the
media) showed it, but every time it
was mentioned, it was related back
to the war. I don't think the events

In addition, Mayor Dixon proclaimed
this entire week as Martin Luther King
Jr. week, in hope that activities could
continue to take place in remembrance

Despite the circumstances of war
shadowing Dr. King's birthday, he was
still remembered, but for some, not
enough.

were publicized enough. If I had
known about some of them I would
have gone. The coverage could
have been a lot better.''

•

Yirginia Slims to sponsor major. _
tennis tournament at national park
•

T

·-------BY IESHA C. MATTHEWS

Hiiitop Staff Reporter

Action on Smoking and Health
(ASH), an anti-smoking organization.
is protesting the plans of Rock Creek
Park to host the Virginia Slims tennistoumament in August.
Prolcstors arc vehement!)' fighting
to prevent the national park from
hosting the event because of its affiliation with the tobacco company.
••At a time when we are engaged in a
war on drugs, the federal government
should not be hosting an event desig11ed
to help promote 01le of the most addictive drugs, and one in which increases
more than one hu11dredfold the use of
illicit drugs by our nation 's children,"
said ASH.

,

El.ECIIONS
continued from page 1

ASH confirmed that the private corProtestors say they oppose the use of
poration was told that their propos~d national parks by busi nesses that are
schedule of everlts - including the Vit- affiliated with polluting the enviro11ginia Slims Tournament -had been ten- n1ent . They also believe the beauty of
tatively approved, apparently without the park must be maintained and not
any discussion of concerns about to- ,. used to promote cigarettes. \\'hich h;is
bacco industry sponsorship, and that been linked to cancer as well as other
drafts of the pern1its \\'Ould be distrib- deadly-diseases. according to the Suruted to then1 in the near future.
geon General.
Some of the events that are sched''Their tour is to be held on national
uled for this year at Rock Creek Park park land. It is even more unfortunate
.arC: a Circus. professional athletic games that this will happen in our back yard.:·
Davis said.
and other sporting eve11ts.
''The national park represents a clean
environment that shou ld be protected,''
Interior Secretary Manuel Luga, Jr ..
sa id Dr. Ronald Davis, director of the believes it is not too late for orricia ls to
Office of Smoking and Health at the disapprove publi c sponsorship of ar1
U.S. Health and Hun1an Services. Ciga- event in a nationa l park which is part of
rette smoking represents the most in1- a promotiona l effort by a cigarette
portant source of indoor pollution, he compan)'. He also i11sists the tournaadded.
ment be conducted in the name of a

dent councils, according to Mosley ,
asking for the names of candidates. With
two responses as of Wednesday, she
added that she will check to make sure
that all or the names of those eligible to
run arc submitted by February 14. They
will then be included on the ballots for
elections at the same time with those of
the General Assembly.
Those who do not fol low the deadlines will be forced to hold their own
elections, despite such non-compliance
with the constitution, according to

good academic standing and full-time
students who will not graduate before
their term is over.Undergraduate
trustee candidates must be in at least the
second consecutive year of enrol lment
at Howard with a minima l grade point
average of,2.5. Graduate trustee candildates must be enrolled continuously in a
graduate/professional school or college Mosley.
since at least the start of the current
''All of those who con1ply will be
school year, in addition to good academic afforded their rights," shC said.
standing.
In his first year of working with th.e
All of those who are eligible will be elections, Associate Director of Student
notified during a meeting on Feb 4.
Activities Daanen Strachan refered to .
''If you're eligible, campaigning be- the printed ''Genera l Assembly Election
gins right after that meeting;' Jones Guidelilnes·· as ''basically the answers
said.
to all the questions the studetns might
Elections are to be held on Feb. 27 have."
from 10 a.m. lo 6 p.m. All schools and
In an attempt to correct any problems
colleges should also hold their elections from last year, a questionaire will be
at this time, according to Maleika S. distributed during the speakouts. Jones
Mosley, local elections coordinator.
said the questions wi ll deal with not
She is currently waiting for 16 of the only why students vote, but also what
18 schools and colleges to respond.
issues shou ld be covered.
'' It's probably coming up on them
Despiteannouncements, students still
faster than they thought,.,· Jones said, have complaints about the abseiice of
but added that she wi ll be ''pcrsistant'' notification.
until she has received all of the infor''It would be nice to get some idea of
mation.
who's running and what topics will be
Letters were sent to each of the covered," said Sophomore English maelections representatives from the stu- jor Traci Anderson.

•

diffcrent corporate subsidiary, e.g., Kraft

Foods.
To prevent the tournament fron1 occurring, ASH is encouraging individuals and other organi zations to voice their
opinion to Secretary Lujan and to ask ror
a contract cancellation.
Las! year. Health and Human Services Secretary Louis L. Sul livan, spoke
out strongly when George Washington
University was to host a Virgi ni a Slims
tournament. Secretary Sullivan also attacked all tobacco company sponsorship
or proressional sporting events.
ASH, was started by John Banzhar, a
proressor at George Washi ngton University. The organization's Sl million
an11ual budget and its 70,000 contributors is responsible ror AS H's staff of IO
individuals.

Janice Johnson, a sophomore English
major at Howard, who also works at the
Capitol. ''Don't get me wrong, addirional
security is necessary, but the government
should monitor how much money is
being spent.''
Extreme precautionary measures
have been taken at the District building,
located at 1350 Pennsylvania Avenue,
N.W. These measures were proposed to
ensure the safety of the workers within
the building.
''We have additional security at the
entrances, and a full inspection of all
hand-held items,'' said Natalyn
Andrews, special assistant of communications at the District Building.
Brief cases, purses, as well as other
items, are up for inspection, Andrews
said.
"The nature of terrorism can be
chemical, biological, or a bomb," said
Andrews. Different types of terrorism
call for specific methods to prevent
terrorist activity. ''It is difficult to say
whether there has been any direct danger so far.''
According to Andrews, many citizens

•

ficers arc now located at main theater
entrances. ''We are taking everything
very serious Iy because we are constantly
frequently call lhe District Building indealing with the public, and we want to
quiring about safety. ''Of course, we do
be responsible,''
have limitations and cannot share all the
''The phone call was made to the
details, but the District Building is giving
local police department and then trans- special attention to safety and health.''
ferred to our park police. We handled it
"We do not know whether such
just as we would any other type of threat,"
.methods will be effective, but we have
Longley said.
to ensure public safety,'' said Andrews.
The Capitol is another one of many
1airports pose another target for
governmental buildings in the District
pote ·
orists in the nation's capito ''beef up'' its security, because of it
tal. Prior t the United Nation's deadpossibly being a target, according to Jeff
linedat Jan. 15,PanAmerican World
Briggs, spokesman for Thomas Foley,
Airlines conducted a survey of all its
Speaker of the House of Representa- Atlantic Region 'Stations, according to
tives.
Pamela Hanlon, managing director for
To ensure the safety of those occucorporate communications at Pan Am.
pying the building, congressional seCl.h
Hanlon said the discussion consisted
rily officers have installed metal-deof enhancing security measures for both
tec;:tors. In •ddition, large cement flower
passenaers and cargo.
- • f
·
pots and barriers made of steel have
ReCCnt changes include the-devel-'
4
been placed at the entrance of the
opment of more rigid Federal Aviation
building.
Association requirements, according to
Additional possible changes include: Hanlon ,
replacing the asphalt parking lot on the
"Everyone here is in full compJiance
East Front with a granite plaza, fencing
with security, and also understands the
the entire area surrounding the Capitol
need for the heightened security,'' said
and building a visitors' center below the
Hanlon.
Capitol grounds.
Although many specific details of
While some believe the implementasecurity cannot be revealed, according
tion of additional security measures are
to Hanlon, all passengers and staff
not enough, others say the $13 million
members at Pan Am are cooperating
plan to secure the building should be with the new restrictions.
used to support programs in the District.
Iesha C. Matthews contributed to
''Too much money is being spent to
Jhis story.
secure Washington buildings,'' said

-

,
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BUSINESS SYSTEMS
TRAINING PROGRAM...
Learn UNIX, SQL, Intelligent
Workstations and Financial Systems.

\Our degree may qualify you for this outstanding,
fast-track promotiorial prograni at Fannie Mae, one of
Americas largest fi11ancial institutio11s.
Vk seek self-motivated individuals to learn computer progri'imming and analysis through a combination of classroom instruction
and on-the-job ~raining. You Will be trained in the development of
.. business and financial systems on intel ligent ..,,·orkstations.
Qualifications include a Bachelor's degree. preferably in Computer Science or Finance. A Master's degree. previous computer
pnwamming and/or financial analysis experience is highly desirable.
Candidates who are selected forconsideration for the program
will be required to successfu lly achie\•e a score of at least 9W- on
the W:>lfe Aptitude Assessment Battery Programming test. We will
notify those individuals selected for testing by mail within the
next four weeks.
Starting salary will be $25 ,000 with semi-annual reviews.
Gen~rous fringe benefits include fully paid health, dental, and
life insurance, company-paid pension, 401 fk I, stock purchase plan,
and free parking.
To apply, send your resume and a letter describing your career
interests to: Fannie Mae, Dept. CMBST9, P.O. Box 39192,
Washington , D.C. 20016. NO PHONE INQUIRIES ACCEPTED!
Fanrne Mae •S an AHtrmat1.a Action Equal Oppo11un11y Ernpklyet 'fie 1n..1e •11QU11oes and
applleations !rom <THnor•lles. women. and membels 01 Olher prolecled groups. We piorroole ii
cltug ·free wotli en~1roume1~

SINGERS • DANCERS • INS1RUMENTAllSTS

SPECIALTY ACTS • TECINCIANS/WARDROBE

•

~i~

Productions, lf'ie world's #1 produc.r cl enteriain11•1f, is
OO!ding wditions for the 1991 season ot ICIGS DOMNON,
Richmatd, Virginia. A '<'Clriet)'. cl ~s are avoilabM and o

travel Fee will be paid to e11iplc) !11 who must trM more than 250
"""" lo ... parl<.
WAStlHilON, DC- Salvnlay, F.i.n..y 2, 1991
Kennedy Cemw, Opem Hou.. Slage 0 - ,,..... ~

12·2 p.m. Singen
3·.C p .m. Doia1 s
12-.C p.m. Instrumentalists., Specially Ads,
Technicians (No baiids please)

RICHMOND - Sunday, Fobn..y 3, 1991
Kings Dominion, Mason Dixon Musk Hal

1·3 p.m. Singen
4·5 p.m. Doi..,.s
1·5 p.m. instrumentalisb, Specialty Acts,
Technicians
For ~,_ iu1 ioL11 :' , ccil:
Kings OwnioHuoo E1. . taio11w• o.pt. 804/176·.5 141
~ ~ IOO/SAA-5"'

KINGS ISLAND• IONGS OOMINON •

~

GMAT AMERICA• CANADA'S WOf'«l8lAN)
ckitig1 l'roducliona

¥FannieMae

·~

The USAs Housing Partner

'
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Students continue
to march against war

groups. races, orgainizations and regions

In comparison to another smaller anti·
war march which took place in New

The panel for the program, which
was organized and moderated by Dr.
Ronald Walters, chairman of the depart·

including Mothers for Peace, Vietnam

York City on Tuesday, in which half of

ment of political science, featured Rev.

veterans, Korean. Philipino, and Latino

the participants were black and Latino,
there was a noticeable dearth of black
participants in Saturday's march.
Few of the 2000 Howard students
and other members of the black community who came out to last Tuesday's
march and rally In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King were in attendance at
Saturday's demonstration, also in honor
of Dr. King.
When asked why black people in
general and black students in particular
did not come out in larger numbers to
protest, John Brown. a Howard student
and anti-war organizer, commented on
the historical exploitation of black
movements by white organizers. Citing
the numerous instances in U.S. history
when blacks have rallied and marched,
Brown mentioned a sentiment of disil·
lusionment among blacks.
''A lot of blacks are sick and tired of
protests and marches • they don't see
any immediate change," he sai 1
Asked '''hy she parti1..ipatcJ in the
demonstration Saturday, one Howard

Jesse Jackson, Shadov.: Senator from
the District of Columbia; Damu Smith,
of the National African-American Net·
work Against U.S. Intervention in the

Africa. As Ambassador McCarthy at·
tempted to respond, a debate between
the two broke out as each countered the
other's arguments.
Jackson urged negotiation over con·
frontation as a means to resolve the
crisis. He called for the U.S. govern·
ment to "stop the bombing."
Damu Smith also pointed out such
contradictions. •
''Why has the United Sates not mo·
bilized the Arab states against the aggression of Israel and its occupation of
Lebanon and the West Bank?'' Smith
said.
When asked to give an example of
the United States' inconsistency in for·
eign policy, Smith responded.
"South African illegally occupied
Namibia for 21 years. in defiance of
U.N. resolutions. On a number of OC·

Persian Gulf; Ambassador McCarthy,

casions the United States was asked for

Howard's Ambassador·in·Rcsidencc;
Ferris Bouhafa of the Arab-American
Institute; and D. Malcolm Carson, National and International Editor of The

support. When the U.N. called for
sanctions, the United States vetoed
sanctions,'' Smith said.
''South Africa has illegally occupied
Angol~. and again the United States has
never taken action against them. Instead,
they provide aid to the South Africa·
backed UNIT A rebels," Smith contin·
ued.
Bouhafa expressed his outrage at the
recent FBI investigations of all Americans of Arab descent for oossiblc terror·
ist tics. He regarded such investigations
as an infringement of his rights.
With the success of the program and
the demonstration of considerable inter·
est in the subject, Dr. Walters already
plans for another similar session in the
'
spring.

was organized by the Coalition to Stop

U.S. Intervention in the Middle East.

war .

HINtop Staff Reporter

Between 50,0<X> and 100,000 people

showed up Saturday, Jan . 19th for the
largest anti-war demonstration to date
since the deployment of troops in the
Middle East in August of 1990. The
march and demonstration, which occurred simultaneously in San Francisco

where 100,000demonstratorsgathered.
•
.

Marche rs represented a varietyof age

organizations, Black Muslims and AIDS

/

I

•

banners. one Hampton organizer re·
sponded that it was not important that
they were from Hampton, or even that
they were students. What-is important is
that ''we are black and we are here,'' he
said.
A small contingent of Howard stu·
'dents marched in solidarity with the
Hampton students. Organizers from both
schools forged the necessary alliances
at the con Ius ion of the march to coordi·
nate future plans for a conference of
black colleges organized against the

By JENNIFER USA VEST

'

Gulf war debated
at King forum

activists. Gay and lesbian activists, and
representatives from reproductive rights
organizations and labor were also visible.
Regional delegations from New York,
New Jersey and Boston carried banners
in the march.
Among the blacks participaling in
the march and rally were religious lead·
ers and politicians as well as students
from D.C. area high schools and uni·
versities. Blacks from the All People's
Congress and'the All·African People 's
Re\'Olutionary Party spoke at the rally .
At the head of the march was a large
blackcontingcnl organized by the Afro·
American Coalition Against U.S.
lnvervention in the Middle East.
The most impressive of these gather·
ings of black Americans were those
from Hampton University in Virginia
and from Manhattan 's SUNY colleges.
Neither of these groups carried banners
indicating their organizational or school
names. When asked why they had no

By SHAHID MUS"J:AFA

r,

Hiiitop St.W Repotttr

I

The glaring inconsistencies in U.S .
foreign policy dominated Monday's
program sponsored by the department
of political science entitled ''The War in
the Middle East: African-American Responses." The program, which was
broadcast nationally on C-SPAN, was
held in honor of Dr. Martin Luther King

Jr..

I.

'
pl'do by ......... 8oldll1

Protestors carried a massive caricature of George Bush

'

student, Mani P ., replied. ''As a foreign
Third World student, it is vital for me to
express my disagreement with the mili·
tary intervention of the United Stales.
Because the invasion of Kuwait is not
unlike other U.S. interventions which
have occurred, namely in Grenada and
Panama, I realize that the same thing
oouldhappen to any Third World country
whose resources the United States de·
sires."
''As a Howard student. I strongly
oppose the deployinent of a dispropor·
tionate number of African·American and

Hilltop.
For the first hour, the speakers made
individual presentations, and then the
meeting was opened for questions from
the press and others in the audience . The
issues were so hotly debated that many
were unable to have the opportunity to
have thcir.oucstions addressed.
Before a ''standing room only'' au·
dicncc of journalists, students, and
community residents, Jesse Jackson
pointed out the contradiction of the
United States government imposing a
Jan. 15 deadline for the war against
Iraq, but not setting any such deadline
for the abolition of apartheid in South

.

Latino citizens in the Gulf. In his speech,
Martin Luther King so eloquently breaks
it down when he says that the only place
in which his people arc regarded as full
citizens is the Armed Forces," she said.

.

. ..

.
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Ant1·war act1v1t1es continue t 1s
weekend with another national demonstratiOn on Saturday beginning at the
U.S. Capitol and'&. nationa1 student con·
ference at the University of the District
of Columbia on .S unday morning.

Howard students are involved in or.'
ganizing both events.

Aristi.d e sails to· victory in Haitian elections

'

Duvalieris-ts seeking to bri11g back the old order launch failed coup .
'

By SERGE HYACINTHE
Hlltop Staff Raportllf

what the admissions office LOOKS
for in grad school applicants.
IVI* •• '

that goal.

•

rounded by members of the U.S.embassy
in Haiti and offered a very pro·U.S.
platform.
Bazin ' s main priorities were not to
seek justice but to form what some called
a reconciliatory government. There were

I

f

•

•

Haiti, best no1ed for its political
instability and infamous leaders such as
Papa and Baby Doc Duvalier, has once
again become the focus of world at ten·
lion. This time the interest in Haiti was
spurred by the announcement of demo·
cr~tic elections held o n Dec. 16 of last
year. The government of Madamme
Ertha Pascal Trouillot had promised tO
hold elections and had worked toward

An electoral council of civilians \\'as
formed to organize the elections in
accordance to the constitution. Twenty.three candidates announced their candidacies and among them were several
notable Duvalie.rists such as Dr. Roger
Lafon1ant. These Duvalierists an·
nounced their candidacies despite the
fact that the Haitian constitution bans
any Duvalierist from partic ipating in
Haitian politics for a certain period of
time.
In accordance ""ith the constitution,
some of the candidates, including Dr.
Lafontant, were disqualified from par·
ticipating in the elections. Many of the
Duvalieristsexpressed outrage over this,
and some even vowed to disrupt the
election process. In fact, one of the
foremost Duvalierists, Serge Beaulieu,
said, ''if the H:iitian people want peace,
we'll make peace; if they want war, we
will crush them.''
'
A period of intimidation followed
throughout the country to discourage
people from participating in the elec·
tions. Members of the paramilitary
Duvaliefist unit, the Tanton Macoutes,
even appeared on national television to
threaten the people. Faced with the
Duvalierist threat and the inability of
the grass root organizations to offer a
strong candidate, the Haitian people were
left to play the politics of the lesser of
two evils. The choice was to risk the ·
return of a Duvalier-type governme nt or
to vote for the conservative Marc Bazin.
Without any real opposition, Marc
Bazin, a former World Bank official and
the U.S.·backed candidate, was the
leading. contender. He was often sur·

.Advertise in
The Hilltop .
Call 806-6868

•

Rev. Sean Bertrand Aristide has emerged as a hero to the masses of the Haitian people.
suspicions about his relation to the
Duvalierists. Rumor had it that the U.S..
had helped the reemergence of the
Duvalierists to create a climate that
would guarantee the success of Bazin.
It seemed like this tactic was working until Oct. 18, 1990, when just two
months before the elections, a coalition
of grass roots o rganizations entitled the
National Front for Democracy and
Change (F.N.C.D.) nominated the Rev.
Sean Bertrand Aristide, as their candidate.
Immediately following that an·
nounccment an unprecedented amount
of enthusiasm was unleashed by the
Haitian people. It was reported that an
overwhelming amount of people went
out and registered to vocc.
Unlike Bazin, the people had no doubt
about Aristide ' s allegiance and priorities.
Through his experiences, the people
were confident that he had their interests
in mind and not those of big U .S. corporations or the Duvalierists.
Aristide is a nationalist and a liberation theologist . He has often dedicated
moments in his sermons to call for a
change in Haitian government, an end
to corruption, and respect for human
rights. As a result of his strident and
anti·Duvalierist stance, more than five
attempts have been made on his life.

Aristide named hi& campaign ''Op·
eration Lavalas,'' which he explained to
mean a flood that surged throughout the
country and uprooted all ugly things, i.e.
injustice, favoritism, disrespect for hu·
man rights and all Duvalierist ways. His
support.crs transcended all socio-economic classes, including the upper class,
the bourgeoisie and the lower class.
As was expected, on Dec. 16, 1990,
Aristide won by a landslide in which he
gained seventy percent of the votes,
winning in all categories. Thousands of
people went out to the streets to rejoice
the victory of Aristide as Haiti's new
hope for democracy. The Haitian
diaspora, which played a major role in
the campiign via donations, also eel·
ebrated. The total diasporan contribution
is not known, but Mr. Gerald Merosier,
treasurer for the campaign's New York
operations, said elections in that city
alone accounted for 30 percent of
Aristide's campaign funds.
While the people rejoiced the victory
of Aristide, the Duvalierists increased
their threats. This time they vowed not
to respect the recent democratic elections. Among some of the Duvalierists
who echoed these threats were Dr. Roger
Lafontant.
On Jan. 6, Mr. Lafontant manifested
his threats in a coup attempt. Very well

armed, along with twelve of his
collegucs, Dr. Lafontant forced his way
into the presidential palace. He held the
provisional president Ertha Pascal
Trouillot hostage and proclaimed him·
self the new provisional president. He
appeared on national television at ap·
proximately 2:30 A .M . to announce his
coup d'etat and his nullification of the
election.
A half an hour later, thousands of
people surged into the streets of Port·
au· Prince, the capital, and other cities of
the country to denounce the latest attempt
to oppress the will of the people. Tho
' Haitians seized this opportunity to uproot all individuals who had ties with
DUvalier's regime . Throughout the
country, barricades were set up to prevent an escape attempt of ,the
Duvalierists. In the meantime, their
properties were destroyed and set on
fire . The Haitian diaspora also echoed
their discontent by marching, by the
thousands, in New York, Miami, Wash·
ington and other cities.
Faced with a violent crowd willing to
destroy, kill and be killed to suPport
their election, the Haitian army chose to
side with the people and arrested Dr.
Lafontant and his cronies.

-

They aren't looking for lookalikes. They're
100afterstudentsthatstandout. (Note our
friend with the pennant.) The kind of students that have attended
The Ronkin Educational Group's Grad Bound program, the graduate school prep program that not only teaches you how to score
high on the LSAT, GMAT or GRE, but shows you how to write
academic resumes and personal statements that get you nonced.
If you want to be sponedas a student with potential, head for The
Ronkin Educational Group. Call now about ourfee diagnostic test.
• flexible hour.;
• One-on-one attention
• Ongoing diagnostic evaluation
• Unlimited tutorial

11

if you want to get in, you've got to stan(j out.
•
'

• Rockville, MD (30t) Bttl-9500 • Washin.e;ton, DC. (202) 659-t500
• New locations opening in McLean, 'VA and Fairfax, VAcall 1·800-2.'I'fSI' ffi for more information.
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Howard University D~vision . of Student Affairs
, .Office of Residence Life
'

•

•

in university

resid~nce

halls

I

•

'

I

Qualifications: Undergraduate
•

1

Sophomore, Junior, Senior 2.5 GPA average.
Residence Hall occupant for a minimum of one academic year, a record of active
participation and positive leadership in hall programs and activities .

Responsibilities: R. A.'s work under the supervision of Residen9e Hall Counselors,
work a minimum of ten (10) hours per week, assist with hall openings and closings,
work with 40 to 60 students occupying a corridor, assist with hall programs and
activities, attend all meetings called by the Counselors, assist with administrative
responsibilities.

Employment: Is for one year and includes a taxable stipend of $750.00, paid in
monthly installments plus free room rent for the academic year. Reappointment for
a $econd year is possible, Qj,Jt [equires a _Qe,W.. swplication.
•

. r
I

We Need

,

-,:':

Good People Interested in Self

. Development .
and Helping
Others

I)

•

Secure application from
Residence Hall Office,
complete and submit to
the:
.
Off ice of Residence Life

•

2401 4th' Street, N .W.
Washington , D.C. 20059
On or before February 22 , 1991

Rev. 91

•

•
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Ultimately, the bookstore wants to
add the feature of debit card. This
Howard University card will be used
throughout campus to pay for books and
other fees, instead of having students

carry large sums of money in their
pocket.
Despite its effort to improve the purchasing process.. the bookstore has the
problem of under-s~ocked bookshelves.
This problem stems from school and

'

college departme,nts and individual
professors who are slow in completing
adoption forms. An adoption form is a
list of textbooks requested by depart-

ments or professors.
According to Jaime Negron, the director of the University Bookstore, the·
bookstore sponsored a Faculty Day ac-

tivity where departments were offered a1
20 to 10 percent discount incentive to

submit adoption forms on time. In ad di·
tion to Faculty Day. the Bookstore
mailed 200 individual invitations to
' professors to inform them of the dis·
count. However, ''Five teachers took
advantage of the discount ,'' said
Alexander.
The publishing compan)' also contributes to the problem of under·stocking
books. Often the company crejltes another edition of a particular book which
may take time to complete, or the
company starts shipping the textbooks a
week before classes begin.
The situation of professors and departments submitting early or late
adoption forms explains how much
students receive when they return used
books. If the adoption forms are returned
on time, the student will receive half of
what he initially paid for the book.
However if the adoption form is submitted late,. the studen! will receive a
fourth of what he paid for the book. ''We
had a pretty good buy back of used
books," said Alexander, ''we can buy

back more books if we get adoption
forms on time.''
Another problem facing the bookstore is the pricing of books. Each
semester, students try to avoid pur·
chasing books from the bookstore by
either buying from peers or (rom other
discounted bookstores. Often the publisher has already pre·priced the book
before making its delivery. According
to the bookstore pricing policy, which is
inserted in each complimentary term
planner distributed b.y the bookstore.
''Those books that are not pre·priced
buy the publishers are marked by the
bookstore in accordance with their mark·
up policies.
The University Bookstore realizes
the importance of the students and wishes
brighten its reputation with students. As
a token of its appreciation, the bookstore
sponsored last semester's Campusfcst.
Anther Campusfest is planned for the
fall semester as well. According to
Negron, ''We want to build our image
and communications with students.''

BUSINESS PESTS
continued from page 2

•

sory General Business and Industry
specialist from the United States Small
Business Administration., Conrad will
be an administrator for the new program. He is on loan for"one year to help
establish the institute.
''I'm very impressed with the kinds
of things they are doing, {It's very
important] to try and'change a student's
mindset from getting a good education
and a jo)Jto getting a good education and
owning your own business.''
The institute seems to be attracting
rave reviews byothersoutsid;!! the School
of Business. In• addition to the-positive
•
response by some informed students,
Dr. Joyce Ladner, Vice President of
Academic Affairs, also believes the institute to be a good idea.
''Although 1 don 't know the ends and
outs of the program." Ladner said, ''it
sounds like [something] Our students
should be involved in ... the kind of program students should be exposed to.''
The opening date for the institute is
tentative, but Flake believes that by
September she should be ''well on my
way to get enough money for the research and development of tbe center so
we can have the best.''
With respect to the curriculum, ap·
proval processes are expected to be
completed in 1992. ·
Currently, student volunteers are
needed to work at the SBDC.
''Students are needed to work,'' Fiake
said, ''and as soon as money begins to
come in, we will eventually begin to pay
workers. The help of the student volun·
teers will n.ot be forgotten ."
' ·
1

SECURITY
'

•

continued from page I
students on how to prevent and ideritify
situations that are potentially dangerous
to them. The Crime Prevention Unit has
scheduled several upcoming seminars
including a self·defense class and
seminar for the residence halls which
will be held on Sundays and Tuesdays
from 6p.m. until 7 p.m. starting January

28th.
Registration for students wishing to
be escorts or monitors will be an ongo·
ing process that will begin next week.
Students can register at the Security
Division. There is no charge for the
class, but there is a small fee for the
equipment that will be needed for the
use of the class.
On January 29th, a Metropolitan
Police Department and community
meeting will be held to discuss crime·
related activities that are committed on
the Howard campus community. All
students, faculty, and administr~lions
are urged to attend. On February 13th
from noon to 2:00 p.m., a Non-Lethal
Form of Self.Defense program "(ill be
held. This program will be accompanied
by the Amani Rifle & Pistol Club.
Various corporations will be invited to
talk to students about how to utilize and
purchase non-lethal forms of self-de·
fense chemicals such as mace and noise
makers.
-Jn revamping the crime prevention
program, Brown is attempting to build
upon the foundation started by Lt. Coyal
Jason, who had previously run the program. Brown said because he is also a

•

lions of roaches and other rodents bothersome.
continued from page 2
''We sprayed them [roaches] with
Lysol. Every time we sprayed, more
perature decreases with the changing came running out. We"ve put Combat
seasons, the roach population is con- down, but they are still there,'' said Kim
siderably decreased because many Foote, freshman psychology major and
roaches are unable to find indoor shelter resident of the Harriet Tubman Quadrangle.
before they die.
This problem seems to have affected
Moot frustrating to those specializing
in the extermination of roaches is their all dormitories and most residents are in
uncanny ability to survive-to adapt to agreement that regardless or what is
being done, re-assessments must be
/ the
made if the problem is to be corrected.
1 ever-changing chemicals designed to
''My room"is right beside the garbage.
destroy thein . According to Eicher,
there is no particular chemical that is The roaches just keep coming. I don ·1
think that they are taking pro~r steps
used in extermination.
''There are a variety of chemicals that for extermination," said.Jason Barret,
are used [in extermination). Areas are junior business major and rcsfdent of
inspected and treated accordingly,·· said Sutton Plaza.
Eicher explains that the fight to ex·
Eicher.
Many areas in dormitories have been terminate roaches is a constant battle
identified as problem areas. For ex- because of their ability to adapt quickly
ample, janitor's closets and hallways. to a changing environment. EnvironThese areas are treated weekly by mentalists and entomologists (scientists
Steritcch. Room exterm ination is co n· \\rho study insects) con1end that the ex·
ducted during the winter break upon the termination of roaches is a futile task
and argue that they were here long berequest of the occupant.
''We do the actual rooms on a request fore man and will undoubtedly outlive
basis. We try to minimize the use of virtually all higher life forms on the
planet.
pesticides,'' said Eicher.
Though roaches seem to be the most
Steritech officials urge students to
frequent complaint, many have still re· take preventative steps to help manage
ported seeing mice and even rats inside the problem of roaches and other rodents.
campus dormitories. Like the roaches. Eicher suggests regular dusting and
many larger rodents seek the shelter and vacuuming, disinfectant, and regular
warmth that a dormitory can provide removal of trash and food.
The Office of Residence Life con·
during the cold winter months.
''We do get some complaints about tends that the problem is still being dealt
mice, but not a whole lot," Eicher said. with and ask that all students who still
Despite the efforts of Steritcch and find themselves plagued by roaches.
the continued assurances of administra- ants. mice or rats request extermination
tors. students still find high conccntra· with their respeclive dorm counselor . .

,
with, due to their social and economic
• backgrounds.

a part of the Howard Universit)' com·
munil)'.

The second group is one Brown refers to as students who believe they
know what to watch out for because
they are accustomed to a high crime area
or a rough neighborhood . But BrolA'n
says that this sometimes gives them a
cavalier or cocky attitude which can
work against them.

Brown stressed that if students don ·1
lookout for each other, the program will
fall short of its goal because criminals
single out individuals. They very seldom attack a person " 'hen lhey he or she
is in a group, but wait until they arc
vulnerable.

''Because this is not their natural en·
vironment and they are not familiar with
the environment or indigenous people,
they can fall victim to certain situations,''
be said.
Gayatachew Dorsainville, a junior
computer based information system
major, believed the program would be a
success once it got off the ground.
''Once the program gets started, it should
do very well in that it will put something
in peoples minds to take a stand and do
something {about crime],'' she said.
Dorsainville believes freshmen are the
most vulnerable victims because they
come to Howard unaware of the crime
factors.
Brown also has plans to implement a
Project identification. This project will
allow students to identify their property
if it is stolen. The Crime Prevention
Division will go around to residence
halls and dorms and engrave articles
with the student's social security num·
ber, student identification number, and
name. This will be at no additional cost
to the students.

Brown also stated that the programs
will help students report crime related
effective when interacting with others
activities that they may observe. Brown
on campus.
said, ''the prograffis will be a way of
Brown said there arc two groups of
getting students to care and be concerned
people on Howard's campus. Onegroup
about each other. There is no such thing
consists of the students who attend
as I am an individual at Howard UniverHoward and are put into a social situa·
sity, By _the fact that you are associated
lion that they are unprepared tp deal ·
with Howard University that makes you

student, he believes he will be very

,

Brown also plans to take attendance
at the workshops, so that students who
come into his office after being robbed
or assaulted could not say that they were
not advised on what they could do to
help themselves. ''Toooftenpeoplesay
that security is not responsive lo their
needs. Security never informs them on
the dangerous areas, nor does security
inform them of techniques they can use
to minimize the risk of traveling to and
from and operating in the Howard
community,"
Brown
said.
Brown mentioned that Afrocentric
views are important, but what is more
important than wearing the symbol on
the outside is the application of the
principle. In African societies, it is
important to wear the garments, have
the paraphernalia, and speak the lingo.
But, he said it is more important how the
African society relate to their personal
society and relate to themselves as a par!
of a greater collective body who have
individual responsibility 10 the community as well as collective responsibility to the community.
''Students not only need lo be concerned about the war in Iraq but they
need lo be concerned about the war in
their own community. Because this is
the situation that is directly affecting
them on an everyday basis. And there
are things that we can so to make the
situation safer here,'' he said.
Patrice Grant, a junior political sci
ence major, hopes that the crime pre-

January 25, 1991
her fund. Doggett said the fund raising
basketball game raised $3000.
With the assistance of the Dean of
Student Life and Activities, Raymond
W, Archer III, the Associate Dean of
Liberal Arts, Dr. Alvin Thornton and

SUPPORT
continued from page 2
formed last year by Howard University
students Don D_oggett, Terry Harrig and
Jeff Johnson .
The officers of the organization are:
President, Don Doggett, a junior el·
ementary education major; Vice.president, Tonya Barnes, a 1un1or
engineering major; Secretary, Alison
Carney, a sophomore engineering major; Secretary, Carol Crawford, a junior
elementary education major; Treasurer,
Terry Harrig, a junior accounting majOr;
and Executive Chairperson, Jeff John·
son, a senior physical therapy and exercise physiology double major.
Initially the group was formed as a
business to raise money through sport
events, However, Doggett said when
they learned of sickle cell anemia patient,
JoAnn Johnson, they decided to donate
the proceeds of their first sport event to

the Office of Alumni Affairs, the group
outlined it's ultimate purpose as 9nc to
establish closer lies among students and
alumni which would encourage both to
contribute to the university.
The Pre-Alumni Association has already assisted with registration. Next
fall they plan to help orientate incoming
freshmen. This semester the group will
have a spring formal, a dinner accom·
.p,anied with jazz and a Kente' Cloth sale
for 1991 graduates.
Any student with thirty credit hours
and in good academic standing can
become a member. Students will pay
dues which will increase yearly according to their classification. For example, freshmen pay one dollar and one
additional dollar is added each year.
1

1

ALUMNI

Bernard, a 1975 graduate of Howard
University, contends that financiiil support is the true test of a graduate's love
continued from page 2 for the institution. She feels that the
future fiscal success of the university
depends on the mobilization of all of the
Annual Fund receives an annual con- institution's graduates because of the
tribution of $6.3 million, representing vast potential for revenue generation,
contributions from approximately 25
''We have an obligation to ourselves
percent of the total alumni association and our school, We will accept any
membership.
donation, from $10 to $10,000," said
''An nual alumni contributions of 25 Bernard.
to 30 percent are considered extremely
As Howard University prepares to
successful, even though it should not be enter a new century, university admin·
too much to ask for 100 percent partici- islrators are looking to alumni support
pation. '' said Kate Riahi. Assistant Di· · as a potential means of restoring the
rector of the Georgetown University institution's financial foundation, As
Annual Fund.
the call goes out to alumni challenging
''If alumni are so proud of lheir in- them to rally for Howard University's
stitutions. I don '1 think it 's too much to survival, Alumni officials are hopeful
ask them lo put their money where there that this will become a trend that all
mouths are," she added .
students will proudly follow.

FAMU
continued from page 1
would be able to rebound against them,"
said Finney. ·'They did not block out,
•
and we got some.''
After a Mason layup, Davis made
one of two three throws after a Howard
foul giving lhe Rattlers an 86-82 lead
with 22 seconds to go. then,M:ai;on gdt
the full court layup, then the Bison called
a timeout after the score was 86-84 with
14 seconds left.
The Rattlers, playing their third game
in five days !Ought, scraped, and clawed
their way back into the game after losing
their 41-40 halftime lead. The win gave
FAMU head coach Willie Booker his
100 career win.
'·I didn •t know that it was my 100
victory, I just wanted to get a victory on
the road trip period," said Booker.
Howard enjoyed their biggest lead of
the game at 59-48 with 14:18 to play
after a three point basket by guard Milan

Brown.
The (1-15, 0-5) Bison hard tuck continues. They have Jost 11 in a row, 19 of
20(which dates back to last year including a 69·53 lost to the Rattlers in the
MEAC Tournament) .
''We let the lead evaporate as quickly
as we got it,•• said Howard bead coach
Butch Beard.
In the first half, shaky defense al·
lowed the other t~am to score on many
inside baskets. 20 of FAMU, and 22 of
Howard's first half points came in the
paint area.
FAMU bad a 12·2 run to build a early
19-9 lead, getting the ball down low at
will. Point guard Kenneth Davis used
some of his offensive skills to score 11
of his team 's first 30 points, as they got
lhe biggest lead of the half at 30-17 after
his three point basket with 9:09 left in
the half.
''The main problem is that we
(Howard) have not been playing smart
down the stretch. Until that changes the
losing streak will continue.''

'

vcntion program will help ease the ani·
mosity between.the students and secu·
rity . Grant also agrees with Brown's
sta!ement that people need to get back to
:;1c African principle as far as taking
care of each other. '' We need to work to
take care and protect each other.''
Grant is looking forward to imple·
mcnting a motor system which will entail the transporting of students through
a van system.
Whe.n asked if April Silver, HU;SA
president, had taken any actions in
helping him to implement the crime
prevention plan, Brown said be had
spoken to her repeatedly and that tre has
gotten some response to his crime pre·
vcntion plan but not enough.
''Their focus at this point is not on
campus crime security, or in my opinion,
the issue that is most pressing and most
important at this time. They have not
put enough emphasis on crime prevention as far as their administration,"
Brown said.
''Without the students we are nothing, so the student government should
take a stronger stand on improving the
security situation," Brown added
Another program, which Brown expects a great deal of participation in is
the escort and monitor program. This
escort program will assist security with
walking and transporting students and
or faculty to Howard facilities. Although the escort program has been going on for fifteen years, it has gone
through a period of dormancy between
the late 70'sandearty 80's. The program
was re-implemented in 1987 under the
offices of the Garfield Swaby/Rob

Turner Administration; in conjunction
with Van Johnson, Joyel Jason, Ivan
Bates and the Crime Watch Program.
The monitor program will consist of
students observing any suspicious ac·
tivities and reporting them to security.
They will do this by monitoring the
intake and out-take of the building and
checking student identification if they
appear to exhibit suspicious behavior.
The students will mainly service the
Undergraduate Library, Founders,
School of Business, and College of Fine
Arts.

Doggeuhopesfundswillrcach$200,000
in four years. The money will be usc·d to
finance activities and to also establish a
student relief fund for members,,
Future activities for the Pre-Alumni
Association inc.Jude: using their funds
to increase lighting on campus, starting
discount cards for students at Black.owned businesses, an alumni ledure
series and a series of crime prevention
lectures.

"Hopefully through the scheduled
events and programs that we are sponsoring we will be able to change the
soured experiences and the accompanied
attitudes that students receive through
financial aid, registration and other daily
campus life,'' Doggett said.
Tentative ·meetings for the Pre.
Alumni Association are every
Wednesday in the Blackbum Center,
room 142 at 5:15 p.m. For more infor·
mation contact Don Doggett at (202)

797-1269 or the Office of the Dean of
Student Ljfe and Activities in the
Blackburn Center room 117.

WAR
continued from page 1
fight, it's the white man '.s battle. The
Afro·American community can prevent
being used as pawns by crealingjobs for
themselves. The U.S. needs to respcd
the fact that oil is one commodity they
will have to buy from others, not sell to
others.''

, R.0.T.C. Army cadet Althondcr
Thompson feels that ''we cannot undo
the loss of life , Sanctions needed more
time to work and we should have held
the blockade. The U.S. cannot have one
policy for one country and another for
the other. Americans need to take back
their government; we cannot have these
policies. A new world should include
new world policies.''
Senior accounting major Roderick
Jefferson feels that ''Bush doesn't want
to look powerless in the eyes of Arabs.
Black brothers and sisters are dying for
Bush's egotism.''
Kondria Black, a sophomore majoring in marketing is a military child. Her
father is a non-commissioned officer on
active·duty in the Army.
<

Al age 44 and 27 years of military
service, Black's father is stationed in the
Headquarters Si~I
Battalion inSaudia
I • \.o ._,
'
"
Arabia.
••
Growing up as a military child, Black
was use to her father leaving on tours,
and she believed this back in August
when her father received orders to leave
for Saudi Arabia.
Her mother, younger 11 year.old
brother and Black kept in touch with the
father through letters. Oneofherfondest
memories during August was her father
writing and saying that ''every time you
blink you need to drink some more
water," because the desert was reaching
temperatures over 100 degrees.
Yet, as the tension of war·built in the
stales, Black looked to the Baker-Aziz
talks to bring peace to the situation.
During the holidays, the family was
occupied with friends, yet they still took
down Christmas decorations two days
after to avoid feeling depressed.
''I began to discover who my real
friends were,'' said Black. ur WU doing
more to keep them up than they could do
for me. My family is deeply religious. it
is the backbone of our family."
When the U.S. initiated the ClCSt attack against Iraq, Black was in her room
doing homework and only found out
after a friend called and told her to turn
on the television.
''There were some tears; if I kept the
television on I would be a vegetable. I

had been praying all along but during
Another program to be implemented
is the Security Observers Program. The
student will have the chance to entail
hands·on experience with crime loca·
tions and the apprehension of criminals.
In order to insure the safely of the stu·
dents, Brown is hoping that the Uni·
versity Insurance will cover them.
Brown feels this plan will help to
lower crime statistics for the simple
reason that students will be informed
about what to watch out for so that they
won't be caught unaware. ''We will be
teaching students bow to avoid situations
and how to get out of a crime situation as
quickly as possible with minimum injury
or risk.
Brown says that the whole key and
success to this crime prevention plan is
faculty, student, and support staff participation. ''We, as security, are here to
serve the University. We deal with
crime prevention and law enforcement
everyday. What we have to do is spread
the word to the students and the only
way we can do that is through our various
programs.''

the first few days of war it was hard to
concentrate in class. Society doesn't
allow you to be miserable, life doesn't
stop."
Black too identified with the AfroAmerican community's prospedive on
their role in the war. ''Due to limited
opportunities, often times this is the
only way out for blacks. Yes, this is a
job and people knew what could happen,
but I want all my brothers and sisters
home too. Human potential is at stake."
Black flrmly believes her father is
coming home, but she feels her gravest
lesson in her crisis is that she understands
''how fragile life is and whyit's important
to live every day to the fullest."
Newly appointed R.O.T.C. Air Fora:
Colonel Robert E. Tafares feels that the
rate of incoming R.O.T.C. students from
high school will increase because of
''the positiVe images port,-ayed of sol·
diers" during the fll'St stages of war in

the Persian Gulf. Colonel T1farcs 1lso
feels that many R.O.T.C. students at
Howard are not under stress because "a
lot of them come from military parents. ..
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SPECIAL REPORT - SEX ON CAMPUS

Courtship in the 1990's
Howard men and women speakout on the difficulties
of finding that special someone to spend time with
successful," she said, ''Because there
are such fewer choices, it leaves fewer
Hiiitop Staff Reporter
prospective males for a woman to date
or marry.''
Vaughn
suggests
meeting ·
In the past, the story was boy meets
girl, girl meets boy, and the rest was left prospective mates in class and not at
up to the honnones and the central social gatherings or parties. However,
both Verrett and Vaughn ''strongly
nervous sys1em.
recommend'' finding a mate through a
However, on Howard's campus, the ' mutual friend.
L. Lacy, a sophomore political
plot thickens to greater concerns such as
compatibility, superficiality, and scie nce major from Missouri agrees that
meeting women at Howard is ''easy."
availability.
'' It 's easy to meet females at Howard,
•
Juniors Tracey Vaughn, a chemistry but it 's difficult to meet a strong, black
major from Alabama, and Rory Verrett, female,'' Lacy said.
''I'm looking for a relationship, not
an English major from Louisiana, have
been dating for over a year and both just dating someone. I want someone
agree that finding
' that ''special someone'' who is subtle and attractive, not a
showcase girl. I'm looking to settle
is not an easy task.
''Howard University has its share of down ," he added.
Chip Clark, a sophomore econon1ics
beautiful women and it seems very
difficult to find sorr.eone with the major from Alabama, says he looks
beyond superfici31ities and expects the
complete pack.age,'' Verrett said.
'' People are so concerned with the same from a woman.
''Obviously most people are attracted
superficialities in life that they miss the
boat on what it means to be a successful by outward appearances, but I am
and spiritl_!-al African-American, which attracted to a won1an who has a sound,
is a more important quality to look for in intelligent state and clear ideas for the
future,'' Clark said.
a mate," he added.
.
'
''Women have their guard up when
Vaughn contends that females on ·
campus have a harder job finding a mate men approach because since we
because of the imbalanced ratio between outnumber them, the)' tend to think we
are not sincere and have that ' love 'e m
~ Howard's men and women; which has
and leave 'em, then get another one'
at times been as unbalanced as 7 -1 .
''There are many more women than attitude.··
When dating a Howard wo111an, L'"lcy
men at Howard, and even fewer men
who are inlellectual, spiritual, and and Clark agreed that having funds and

By Desiree Robinson

r

a car is a definite advantage. However,
Oarkmaintains that if a woman is sincere
about you, ''she will roll with you on a
bus or in a scuffler (a tattered car).''
Chaundra Terrell, a senior Business
major from Louisiana, said her dating
years at Howard left much to be desired.
''When I got here my freshmen year,
I was on bad terms with my boyfriend at
home, so I was excited about dating at
Howard," Terrell said.
After my first year, I realized that
dating at Howard wasn't for me. A lot
of times guys were not straight up and
honest, and many of the cool ones just
wanted one t~ing," she added.
Terrell admits that since she has
become a senior, many males in her
class are more serious about settling .
down and committing to relationships.
Terrell is currently engaged to her
boyfriend back home.
Chris Spence, a junior English major
from North C!rolina, has traditional
values about a prospective mate.
'' I am looking for a woman who has
the characteristics of my n1other because
she epitomizes womanhood," he said.
'' I like to spend some time to get to
know a person. I like to be original with
dating so that 1 can make a definite
impression on a female.·•
So, how does the dating fairytale
conclude? Docs anyone ever find their
Mr. or Mrs. Right?
According to LaC)' . Clark, Terrell.
I
and Spence, ··You' ll know them when Marcus McCulston and Noni ~lllson managed to find each other on Howard's campus.
you sec them:·

i

.Sexual practices
persist despite STD's

i is on t erise

I

By Joi Lynn Brown
using condoms for protection against
" .
STD's.
HillfOp Staff Reporter
Malcolm Brown, a junior at Ho\vard,
, On college campuses across the said he's had several se xual partners
country, practicing safe sex is a major since coming to campus, but he uses
c.oncem in most college students' lives. condoms for protection. He said it was
This is also true at Howard University. ''very important to know your partners '
Dr. Carolyn Goode, sex educator and. past sexual history before engaging in
Counselor at the Student Health Center, sexual activity." Brown said although
said even though most students are he doesn '1 mind using condoms. ''it
sexually conscious at Howard, ''many takes away from the natural feeling
students do not see themselves at risk because latex suppresses the feeling."
for diseases such~ AIDS and sexually
Pelly Johnson, a junior in the School
transmitted diseases." Goode said this· of Business, advocates the use of
leaves many students vulnerable to condoms. ''I believe condoms are not
diseases.
for birth control but to protect )'OU from
According to health administrators, sexual lytransmitJcddiseasesand AIDS .
syphilis is the dominant sexually You need extra protection, besides the
transmilted disease on many college condom, for birth control,'' she said.
campuses. Venereal warts, berpes, and
chlamydia are also seen in large numbe~Many males seem to use condoms
on many ~mpuses.
for birth control, while females see
Along with the problems of dealing condoms as a method of protection from
with sexually transmitted diseases, diseases. Sheila Marks, a liberal arts
unplanned pregnancies are also on the major. said ''if you get involved with ,,.·
rise. Becauseofthestrictconfidentiality one man and you truly have a
involved, the st udent healt h center was monogamous relationship, no matter
reluctant to release the exact number of what you do, it is stil l like sleeping with
students on campUs that have been all of his past partners every time you
treated for STD' s.
have sex, regardless of the condom."
Attitudes about sexual activity have . Dr. Candyce Nelson, who also works
greatly changed amongst students on out of the Howard Health Center,
Howard's
campus.
Health suggested that if students wanted to deter
administrators believe the AIDS future sexual problems, they should,
epidemic is largely responsible for ''usecondomsandonlyallowthemselves
turning many students toward birth to bC involved in monogamous
control devices that also serve as relationships."
protection against STD's. In general,
The student health center dispenses
more male students on campus are now free condoms on a walk·in basis.

While gonorrhea cases 46
3
have decreased sleadily '.
39
since 1985, fue syphilis .
.s, . . . .
rate reported in 1989
was fue highest.in 20
years. Syphilis cases
per 100,000 people:
f"o...

•

•

By Kim Painter
Special to the Hilltop

•

•

A highly scnsitiv~ test has found a
virus Jinked to genital warts and
cervical cancer in nearly half of
California college women included in a
ncwstudy .
The study, which involved 487 women
getting routine gynecological exams, is
published in today's Journal of the
American Medical Association. It adds
to growing evidence that genital human
papillomavirus infection has reached
epidemic proportions among sexually
active young people.

I •

It also suggests tests now used in
doctors' offices fail to pick up many
HPV nfcctions.
Some HPV infections may be
relatively harmless; however, certain
types of HPV cause genital warts and
others arc thought to be linked with
ce rvical
cancer and other cancers.
Researcher s at Cetus Corp.,
Emeryville, Calif., and the University
of California, Berkeley, used a test that
can locate and, in effect, magnify bits
of genetic material from a wide range of
HPV types. Tests found:
- 46 percent tested positive for HPV
infection of the vulva, cervix or both
\YheP the highly sensitive test was used .

•

-

Only 11 percent tested positive

New study finds
Genital warts more
•
common 1n
women
than first believed
with a standard HPV test used in doctors·
offices.
- 5 out of S women with cervical
abnormalities and 4 out of 5 women
with
anal or genital warts tested positive Cor
HPV with the highly sensitive test.
The test has beconte a key research

By Karen Goode
H!11top Starr Repottsr

,,

.
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Just for a moment, lets all try to be
open and honest-shall we?
In this day and age, the words ''virgin''
and ''extinct'' are almost bluntly
synony mou s. We all know these
individuals exist. Some are obvious,
others arc underco.ver.
Their
characteristics are vastly diverse;
however, there is one undeniable fact
about these individual.s: they are the
surefire minority here on ''the hill'' of
H.U.

Among the many private, personal,
and just downright ''none·of.your·
damn·business'' questions that were
asked to and about virgins, the question
of WHY ? stood out in everyone'smind.
For goodness sake, people, inquiring
minds want to know-why in the world
'
have you 've waited for so long?
''I think in the beginning, it was more
of waiting because growing up in a
Christian home ...premarital sex was
t~boo. so I never really considered it,''
said Michelle, a 19 year old sophomore
from New York. ''I don't know how the
hell I made it through this long {as a
virgin], but it's not anything I'm waiting
on.
''I haven't felt comfortable enough
with someone to share (sex] with," she
continues . I'm not waiting on
marriage ... if anything I'm waiting on
someone I know will still be there (after
sex].''
Gary, an 18 year old freshman from
Ohio, felt that his hesitance pertaining
to sex was not by chance, but by personal
choice.
''A lot of guys are pressured to do it
' they want to or not. It's not a
whether
religious thing for me. I think it 's more
spiritual. I don't think it's right to be
tool, says Cetus researcher Michele
permiscuous. I believe in monogamy."
Manos.
And indeed he does. Not only is
Gary an admitted virgin, but he also has
But such tests will have little diagnos ·c a girlfriend at Howard in the same
value until researchers know more
category-a rare match seeming!y made
about the links between various H~V in heaven.
types and di~asc, says Manos. ''A lot
''(As far as Jove] is concerned, I
more
already have that special person," Gary
work needs to be done in order to said. ''I've been going with [her.) for two
understand the significance of this.'' years and we're eventually going to get
married."
An annual Pap test to detect cervii al
Pilar Roche', a 21-year-old senior
cell abnormalities is still considered
from California, said that it was her lack
the best tool for diagnosing cervical of substantial relationships that has
cancer at its earliest stage.
forced her to keep her virginity .
''I've never really had a relationship
that I thought warranted sexual activity.
(Kim Painter writes for USA TODA .) I think it is the most intirilatc act that
anyone can engage in. I think once I

Researchers study new report on genital warts
•

Virginity on campus:

•

I

frtquently. That's why I feel I need a
serious relationship because of things
like AIDS and the emotional impact of
sexuat'~rienccs,'' she said. · ' '
As far as female virgins are
concerned, most said much of their
hesitation has to do with the initial
physical pain that accompanies sex (can
you blame them?).
''No one wants to look forward to the
pain part of it,'' says Michelle, ''I know
that 's gonna happen ... but I don 't get to
the point where I don't want to have
[sex] because [eventually] I do."
Many of the males interviewed said
because of their lack of sexual activity,
sometimes they may become the target
of innuendo regarding homosexuality
activity. Gary insisted that his Jack of
sexual activity did not automatically
lead to homosexuality.
''No, I am not gay," he insisted. ''I do
have a girlfriend." ·
One day, the virgin just may have
that long-awaited ''special'' experience
and become asexually active individual.
Sherri, a 19·ycar-0ld sophomore from
Wisconsin, has had one such experience.
Just recently s~c lost her virginity to a
relationship that became nonexistent
•
soon after that first encounter. Now that
she's on the other side of the fence, one
must wonder if the grass really was
greener.
''In the beginning I did say someone I
loved would have to be my firs~" she
said, ''but it just seemed like it was right
at the time. I recognize that he was not
someone I loved. Love is such a strong
word; however, he was somebody I
really cared about at the time."
Fortunately, ''regret'' is not a word in
her vocabulary. Despite the way the
relationship ended, Sherri says she is
very comfortable with herself
psychologically as well as sexually.

"Actually I feel pretty good about
myself sexually. I'm confident in my
abilities,'' she says with a smile. I mean,
just because you were a virgin doesn't
mean you don't know what to do. I do
thin le, how.ever, there's a lot of emphasis
placed on sex that shouldn't exist.''
One must wonder, though. After
terminating her membership, docs Sherri
miss being a part of the ''Virgin Club''?
''No, I don't miss being a virgin, but
I am glad I waited like I did. I know
you 're going to ask me why , so let me
put it this way. Sex is a good thing as
many people know. It'saddictivc. lfl'd
started · any earlier, who knows how
sexually active I'd be right now."

'

'

•

•
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ATTENTION HOWARD UNIVERSITY SlfUDENTSGET READY FOR THE EN'l'REPRENEURIAL OPPORTUNITY
OF THE YEAR...
•

'

THE 1991 6TH ANNUAL
•

''SALUTES TO BLACKS IN BUSINESS CONFERENCE''
•

•

ts coming ...
•

Be there !!

Conference includes: FREE
- Workshops
- Networking Reception

<

•

- Business Trade F ·r
- Taped for Televi ion Forum
· (Distp.ct able,

•

•

.

I

-32)

AND THE
AW ARDS LUNCHEON

•<

(see February 1st ad in the Hilltop for free ti kets)
•

At the Awards Luncheon Come See
· HONOREES:
National Minorit B sines Advocat
Honorable Parren Mitchell (Former U.S.
Local Minorit Business Advocate
•

.

•

d Hear:
Award
Congressman)
ward

Clemon Wesley 1(I'EXCOM)

'

rate Min rit Business Adv ~a~~ ~
Ford Motor Company
Pioneers .
T.M. Alexander (I'.M. Alexander & Co./111lSurance Firm)
Arthur Gaston (Booker T. Washington I surance Co.)
National Honorees
Roberl Brown (B & C Associates/Public 1elations Firm)
Ed Lewis (Essence Communicat ons)

Henn.an Russell (H.J. Russell Cons ruction)
Melanie E. Lomax (Melanie E. Lomax & As . ociates/Law Firm)

•

Emmit McHenry (Network Solu ions)
'

Local Honorees
Paul Devrouax (Devrouax & Parnell/ Arc itecture Firm)

•

Lillian Lincoln (Centennial .One/Maint1nance Firm)

<

•

Len Parker (Len Parker Mechani ·al, Inc.)

Marcus Griffith (Hairlox)
Howard Alumni

Donald Temple (Black Networking Ne

/Newspaper)

Hodari Abdul-Ali (Pyramid Boo stores)

Frederick E. Jordan (F.E. Jordan Associate~/Engineering Firm)
Yo n S udent Entre reneurs
Mark Carter (Omni Plus/African rtifacts)
James Peters, IV (J .P Investments & Prop . rty Management)
Terri Lynn Martin (In Sequence/Fashion Designing)
Don't mis

hi

nr

reneuri

o

rtunit
!!
.

•

.

•

For more info1mation stop by the Howard Un versity Small Business
Development Center, Rm. 128 in the School of Business. Or call (202) 806-1550•
•

I
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j
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•

Movies
Health &·Fitness
People
Sports
Hill topics
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By LISA M. MILLER

Hill1op Slaff Repor1er
The rap group, Brand Nubian, Will be
performing for Howard after the
basketball game Saturday, Jan. 26,
1 lpm-5am al WUST Radio Music Hall.
Located on 815 V St., WUSTparties
have gotten a bum rap as being hot
boxes and not the parties to go to if you
want to hear the music. But Nasty My xx
Productions , who is working in
conjunction \vith WHBC, promises a
good time and good sound.
Brand Nubian refers to themselves
as a New Rochelle-based radical group

'

raising the consciousness of both blacks
and whites through the coinciding of
African rhythmic and oral traditions and
subversipn/mastcry of western hightechnology.
The group consists of rappers Grand
Puba Maxwell, Lord Jamar, and Derek
X with DJ Alamo spinningo~ the wheels.
Their first album, "One For All", is
already a big hit out on the streets and in
the .c ars of passers-by around Howard's
campus.
The concert should prove to be quite
an eye opening if we hopefully can only
hear the lyrics this time.
Tickets cost $6 before midnight with
college l.D. So you know what to do.

PHOTO BY KEVIN LEE

Black women often have a low sell-esteem about their beauty, because society often compares them with white women.

Men and women of Howard were
BYTARRYN NOLE
asked what they did not like about
themselves and many of the men
Hilltop Staff Jteporrer
mentioned theirbody.height,an inability
to play certain sports, Jack of openness,
''To thine ownself be true'' is the and need for control. Women
famous quote that describes the concentrated on man)' of their physical
importahce and necessity of self-esteem. traitssuchasweight.hairandsmilewith
Self-esteem is the basis of a healthy some concern for their shyness and fear
personality, defined as pride in oneself. of being lonely .
As the famou\ psychologist Bruno
Gender identity becomes the center
Bettelhcim said, ''With some of self-concept by age three . Many
qualifications. I suggest that nothing is women have internalized their altitudes
more characteristic of mental well-being abou! self because of the culture that has
than a healthy self-respect, a regard for surrounded them . Women often do not
one's body and its functions and a recognize their strength~. while men
reasonably optimistic outlook on life.'' have been raised to dismiss their
weaknesses . In this form. some women
Although self-esteem is something a differ and experience low self-esteem
person can develop well into old age, from the cultural training they receive
parenting also playSalarge role. Parents and the attitude s towards women in 1his
with low self-esteem often rearchildrCn society .
with low self-esteem and parents with
In education, men are challenged
highself-estecmr;aisechildrenwithhigh more and remain dominant in the
self-esteem.
• religioUs sector as leaders. Government
There are many reasons attributed to is controlled by a majority of males.
low self-esteem that are manifested in whilewomen'sinputingovemmentstill
symptoms such as an extreme need for remains low. History has depicted
positive reinforcement, poor physical womenasmeek,domesticandobedien1.
appearance, intense interest in material leaving the media to portray them as
objects, low energy levels. excessive ~ whores, victims, and followers of men .
boasting, criticism of others, dwelling Pornography remains the greatest force
in the past and excessive apologizing. behind the image men have of women
These types of behavior are part of a and their sexuality, displaying them as
negative self-image.
dirty , horny and stereotypically
Many people do not realize that the desperate. As a result of socialization,·
reason they react certain ways and ·do women have equated physical
certain things, reflect their self-este~m. attractiveness with self-worth.

These and other forms of cul1ural
antecedents leave women with low selfesteemthatmany menareabletoescape.
American ·society places a strong
emphasis on wealth.prestige and power.
leaving those who are unable to achieve
lhatgoal or reach thatscatuswith anxiety
and feelings of inadequacy.
This is true for the American society
and dominant culture as a whole , but a
person's social context and race also
affcc1stheiresteem.Someblacksobcain
hrghorlow self-esteem from their social
situations. Pride in the black community.
schools. and home tend to develop a
higher awareness of self. A study done
on junior high school students, in the
south, showed they had more self-esteem
than their white peers and black
counterparts in a northern urban scLting.
Positive role models are also ao asset to
developing self-esteem. This is
sometimes excluded in the black
community because they may not be
available . Family structure also
conlributestoonesself-imagc. If afamii)'
is separated or never existed, blacks
may suffer in the long run in term s of
self-development.
On the contrary, many whites have
more in terms of economic stability.
power. and status, giving them more
advantages and possibilities for higher
self-esteem.
Howard students were given the
chance to explain what ideals laid at the
core of their self-esteem.
''My past accomplishments. my

fu1ure goals and watching my goalf
become reality , makes me proud and
allows me to believe that nothing i~
1
unattainable," saidJulieKendrick,senio
Accounting major.
''I know what I am good at, and Id
know some things make me happy, s,,
by knowing that, I know how to
myself feel happy , comfortable an~
satisfied. That gives me strength antl
1
esteem," said Theodore Snead, juni r
Public Relations major.
''I was always confident, bul I thi
my self-esteem has grown since the~ ,
because I ani independent , mo fie
underslanding of what I can handle a~d
reliantuponn1yself1otakecareofwhht
life throws my way. " junior, OT maj 9r,
· David Foster explained how his selfesteem has changed since high sch1.
In order to improve self-es1ee1f' •
exercises Can be done that concentr ~te
on a persons st rengths. Understanding
one's faults can help one began ~o
evaluate them . It is important to evaluate
oneself in different si tuations while
remaining a\\'arc of one's differ~r"I
emotional and behavioral se lves . 0 'cc
a person realizes where the problem I es
and begins to correct it , he or she n
evaluate their progress and continue to
nurture those things which causes !festeem to be low.
Sclf-estecmistheessenceofpositfve
pride. self-awareness and respect, ~nd
without it, a person can be left
undervalued and unaware of their abi ity
to accomplish great things . .

makr

By LISA M. MILLER

It is always refreshing to hear a~ut
a young black success s1ory w~ose
educational experience originated from
the''Mecca,'' Howard University.
sCreenwriter, Tracey L. Fisher, may be
the star of another one of these stories.
Fisher comes directly from Howard's
accredited
and internationally
recognized graduate film program, and
she may be on her way to the top with
her current feature length screenplay''Reflections: When the Mirror Doesn't

Lie.''
The movie takes place in the
Washington metropolitan ar~a. at
Johnson University, an integrate~posl
sccondary institution. Within the
university, a black profesSor (Dr. Elvin
Winston), who teaches a controversial
course in civil liberty in America, uses
actual situations to make his points,
Because of his views and his pdlitical
awareness, combined with conflicting
notions about the other, Winston and his

'

Fiim's screenwriter, Tracey L.
white wife arc driven apart.
The play has two subp.lots. One
involves members of the Union· of
Afri kan-Americans
(U. A.A.)-specifically Leroy Billings, a man
prejudiced against anything ''white "-who are clashing with the WhiteStudeOt
Union (W.S.U.), specifically William

'

Rap group, Brand Nubian, as they appear on new album.

Jackson, Hammer to appear
on American Music Awards
By LISA M. MILLER
Hiiitop Staff Reporter

The Grammys, the Oscars , the
Em mys, the People ' sChoice Awardswhich one is which? Well don ' t be
confused , because lhis one speaks for
itse lf. The 18th annual American Music
Awards will be aired on Monday,
is suspended which causes ris ing January 28, 8-1 lpm , on ABC (Channel
7 for most of us).
tensions on the campus.
Comedian Keenan Ivory Wayans will
The second sub-plot is about Tolbert,
who, although racially bigoted, fi~ds host the telecast and the categories
himself attracted to Johnna (a prf!IY include : pop/rock, country, souVrhythm
black student). Johnna is not prejudifed & blues, rap, heavy metal, and dance
and treats everyone equally, altho~gh music. A total of 27 awards will be
she is involved with the U.A.A. Tolbert· given out .
So how do they select the winners?
seeks his father's attention by treating
blacks the way he thinks his fatherwduld Well, a national sampling of 20,000,
like him to and therefore Irie~ to people taking into account geographic
undermine accomplishments mad; by location, age, sex, and ethnic origin,
blacks on campus and ''having'' black have been sent ballots by the Broadcast
women whom he lusts after bul doel not Research and Consulting Inc., research
firm. Names of nominees on ballots
respect.
Because of Winston's suspen~ion, were compiled from year-end sales
there is an increase of student protest, charts of music industry magazine, Cash
1
and, after involving himself in a prol test, Box. Results are tabulated by KPMG
he is arrested, his wife leaves him and Peat Marwick accounting firm and are
kept secret.
his career is put on the line.
Well, who 's performing on this thing
Fisher, originally from Philadel hia,
got her start writing in the essay con ests that you may want to see? Bell Biv
of the Concerned Black Men, Inc and DeVoe, M.C. Hammer and Mariah
on the staff of the Germantown Co rier. Carey. En Vogue, the Pointer Sisters,
Her work on her school paper, d~ring Keith Sweat. and Al B. Sure! arc also
undergraduate work at SyraCuse scheduled to appear on the show.
Now to the good stuff-who 's getting
University, was controversial / and
brought many issues to the forefr~~t of nominated for what . It must be Hammer
time again, because rapper , M .C.
her central state New York colleg .
'

Howard rad writes new film: 'Reflections
Tolbert, a
bigot who
seems
to
want
to
destroy and
b I a c k
empowerment
students at
t
h
e
university
h a v e
achieved.
Billi.ngs ,
who
was
raised in the
inner-city.
never had a
positive
experience
Fisher
with anyone
white and
dislikes them,
because he believes they are all
disapproving of him . Tolbert is a
dissatisfied student with Winston's class
and reports him to school administrators
and to his father (who is on the School
Board of Directors); eventually Winston
is suspended which causes rising

'

'

't

Hammer, has been nominated for seven
awards this year!
Quincy Jones, Keith Sweat, ind M.C.
Hammer have been nominated for
favorite male artis·t - what k'.ind of
selection is that?
The new white hope in rap, Vanilla
Jee, is being nominated for four awards:
favorite new rap artist, favorite new pop
artist, favorite rap album, and favorite
rap artist. Did we miss something? And
get this, he has a biography out!
You'll be glad to know the new
singing (and I do mean singil)g)
sensation, En Vogue, has been
nominated for favon"'te new dance music
artist and for favorite dance music single.
The new and improved JanCtJack.son
is not doing too bad, either. She has been
nominated for five awards, including
favorite female artist in pop/rock, soul/
rhythm & blues, and dance music!
Don't worry Bostonites. Bell Biv
DeVoe has been nominated for four
awards, one being favorite new artist.
But get this, they ' re against some tough
competition: Johnny Gill and Lisa
Stansfield,
Janet Jackson and M.C. Hammer arc
both up for favorite album in soul and
pop categorieS. They are com~ting
against Phil cOllins in P'?P and Quincy
Jones in rhythm & blues.
So, if you're interested in this type of
thing, tune in at 8pm to see the winners,
but remember they'll probably leave all
the good awards and performances until

'
'
''
'

the last hour (10.llpm) anyway. So,
you can watch the Fresh Prince of Bel

Air at 8pm like you usually do.

•
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and 'Boogie' at C;eorgetown's new

:Poctrlf fot·11c1
A Soldier's Story

\

Joppa, Maryland-based Merry·Go-

By LISA M, MILLER

Howard Fashion Boutiques.
Hilltop Staff Reporter
"Everythi ng found at Boogies Diner
has a dist.in Ct, atte ntion -drawing
You may often find yourself character that specifically caters to the
wande r ing arou nd the streets of most fashio n-conscious shoppe r," said
Washington looking for something to Kucin .
Boogies sells Boogie Diner I-shirts
do. Georgetown often tends to be t~e
spot, when all else has failed, to wander and sweatshirts, jackets embellished
aimlessly about going in and out of with glitter, stones, studs and original
Boogies Dine r logos are available.
shops you can 't afford .
Fortunately, there is one more place Custom jackets featuring Washington's
you probably haven' t tried. Located on "skyline" of monument s and other
1229 Wisconsin Ave., Boogies is a landmarks, including "the diner, are also
fashionable store 2" well as a diner. The available.
Other fashion statem ent -making
diner has replacc_.fthc Esprit clothi~g
store that once waS there and has brought pieces such as faux zebra-trimn1ed
to Georgetown a new concept of food jackets and sequined bustiers are for
"the woman with style who wants lo
and fashion.
The parent division of· Boogies is . look different from anyone else when
Merry-Go-Round Enterprises, Inc., the she walks into a room, " according to
300-storc Merry-Go-Round Fashion Stephanie Fassier, vice president of
Boutiques. Their motto for the store is women's merchandising for Boogie s
to ''Eat heavy. Dress cool."
Diner.
The cuisine at Boogies features many
Vibrant colors are also a part of the
signature items such as Hot, open-faced
tu rkey · sandwiches served w·ith Boogie style and attitude.
Men have a variety of pants, jeans,
homestyle mashed potatoes and pandrippi ng gravy, homemade tur,key silk, and rayon shirts, and blazers from
vegetable rice soup and chili, oversized which to choose.
The president of Boogies believes
cheeseburgers with a choice of cheeses
and toppings, and a ''mountai n of fries'' their clothing is for people who want
served with gravy, chili or cheese flexibility and flair in their wardrobes-an·d want to stand out.
1oppings.
The menu at Boogies is in the shape
Boogies also has man y fashionable
of a juke box and true to the spirit of an
. to choose from:
' leather
American di ner, they have an authc~tic , acccsor1es
full-service soda fountai n. They have fringed boleros, boots and 25 varieties
oft-shirts.
lem~n, c)lerry, chocolate or van ilia cokes
and mil\shakes or malts.
The store al so specializes in fine
Don't forget dessert! Boogies serves leather outerwear targeted for
strawberry shortcake and a Congo Bar Washington men and women.
Sundae, which is layers of cookie loaf
The diner was originally developed
with brown sugar and chocolate chips, by Leonard "Boogie " Wineglass in
served with vanilla ice cream and hot Aspen, Colorado. Baltimore nat ive
fudge.
Weinglass was the inspiration fo r the
Boogies serves a Sunday brbnch character Boogie in "Diner," th hit movie
menu from 1lam-3pm fearuringavariety set in Baltimore and directed b)' his realof egg entrecs.
life friend, Barry Levinson.
Fashion is also a major part of
There is also a Boogie s in downtown
Boogies.
Chicago, and one will open in New
"Forward fashion apparel refle~s the York's midtown Manhattan this spring.
energetic style and att itude o~ the
Boogies' hours are Mo nday Boogies Diner customer," said George Thursday , 10am-9 pm; Frid ay and
Kucin, vice president of me n's Saturday, lOam-1 lpm; and Sunda}',
merchandising for Boogies Di ne} :ind llam-6pm .

The phone rang throug~ lhe house
louder than church bells on

Sunday,
Mother's tears were even louder.

The silence had already choked
my father; all he could do was
stare at the receiver.

Tell your brother goodbye, my
mother whispered.
I took the phone. "Hey, boy, ~ I
said, "U you're scared say you1re

scared,' I told him hoping he
would laugh.
"I'm scared," he said.
'

Silence choked me.

'I golla go. I love you,' he said.

The fear in his voice rendered me
helplea. Me, his big sister. The
one who mama always told to look
oul for him.
This time I couldn't.

l 'couldn1t look at either of my
parents.

-

'

,

They couldn~ look at each other. '
The silence again; the silence,
11lC days go on and we perfonn
our daily activities. We silently
watch, listen, and pray.

But still, the silence, that damn
silence chokes the heart of my

family.
Lenore Verra

This poem is dedicated to my
brother, Airman John V. Vincent,
Jr., who w~ deployed lo Saudia
ArabiL Love your sister.
Some of the sumptuous entrees served at the new Boogies Diner and fashion boutique.
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A campus-wide program In Celebration of the Martin Luther King.Jr
'
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The Howard University
Wesley Foundation
and
Wesley Club
,
presents

'•.

Sissy pacek
. I
\Vhoopi Goldl:jerg
arid O\\/ight Schultz

'

•

'

•

AService of Worship
in Song

'

Featuring:

RESIDENCE HALLS CHOIR
'

. Friday, January 25, 1991
7:00p.m.
Andrew ·Rankin Mem. Chapel
I

No Charge For admission
Jesus Paid it all

'
FRIDAY, JANUARY 25
7:00 PM
CRAMTON AUDITORIUM

Brought 10 you coun sy of

To apply for a Ci1iba k MasterCard
or Visa card call 1-8 0-847-44n.

•

Sponsored by
University Center Programming Board
Howalll Unlverolty
Tickets available with student ID at Cramton

Auditorium box office.
B ~ng a copy of your valid college ID to the show

...,,,. ..,..,, ,.,,

& get a tree T-shirt from Citibank.•

'

•

'
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Black lifestyle linked
o increased disease

Don't drink
the !water

..

-.

BY CRYSTAL WHALEY
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Local government officials .
have made.every attempt to '
assure the public that antiterrorism measures have been

effectively implemented.
Despite these assurances,
however, there is a growing
concern among local residents:
about the potential threat of

water tampering.
Logic dictates that the
Washington area is a top targe~
for terrorism with its numerous

government officials, diploma_ts,
embassies, defense contractor$
and military personnel .
Security was tightened at
places considered likely targets

of terrorist activity-airports,
power Jjlants, dams, and
government buildings.
Major bombings and

chemical attacks that experts ,
predicted have failed to

materialize, however, the
District of Columbia authorities
are by no means letting down
f.heir guard.
Security has tightened around
area reservoirs and other various
places.
•
According to a representative
of the Water Suburban Supply
(WSS), \\'hich 'monitors Prince
George and Montgomery
County's water supply, '' We ·

•

-

(WSS) are of a heightened
awareness in this situation''. :
District Mayor, Sharon P~tt

Dixon, said on channel seven
news, ''We (D.C.) will have a
much more alert police force,
but there is no need for
fear .... We are more vulnerable
than most other communities.
However, we are more poised
than other communities to deal
with security problems.''
Dixon representative Paul ,
Costello said Thursday that
District police have assigned
added security at ''all the vital
channels including water..... "
''There is the motivation for
terrorists to bring the war home
to the United States ....to seek
retribution," said Bruce
Hottman, a terrorism expert
with the Rand Corporation in a
recent interview with the
Washington Post.
Howard University students
are generally concerned about
terrorism's effects on their daily
water intake. Students have
become aware of the threat of
possible contamination of area
dams reservoirs, and water
treatment centers.
'' I am very concerned about
the possible threat of
contamination of our (D.C.
residents) water supply;
especia1ly since we (Howard
University's campus) are
directly across the street from
the reservoir (McMillion Water
Treatment Plant). I drink
spring water now, but I still bath

B;t' CRYSTAL WHALEY
lfd DEBORAH VENEY
Httltop ·staff Reporters
•

Blacks have a higher mortality rate
tlian their white counterparts in several
idajor diseases that arc directly related
tel lifestyle and diet. Cardiovascular
disease, cancer, and diabetes arc among
ttie highest killers of Blacks.
(
I ''We (African.Americans) cann~t
cbntinue to disregard what we eat as if
olir diet b8s no effect on our health
s~tus. In fact, what we eat is both
directly and indirectly related to every
~ajor illness that we know of,'' said Dr.
ljherman E. Evans, a pediatrician and
former 'chairman of the Board of
Education of the District of Columbia.

j Thereisalinkbe~weenweightcontrol

and blood pressure problems. Black
Jomen in general tend to suffer the
~ghest hypertension rates of any other
collective group. Thirty.five percent of
all Black women between the ages of 20
•'r d 44 are overweight.
Nearly one-half of all the female
J>?rlicipants in the survey estimated that
they were between 10 and 15 pounds
1
o:ver th'
e1r 1'd eaI wc1'ght.
From the research indicated, it is
ersy to understand why Blacks have the
hlghest rate ofhypertension of any group
i~ the United States, from the research
ifidicated.
0
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The weight trend in the Black

•r

see H20, page 4
'
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PHOTO BY FRAM!< BRYD

.
FOR WOMEN ONLY

•

Cosmetic problems such as acne
and excessive facial hair-may be
more than skin-deep, a new study
indicates. In a woman, they may
signal an increased risk of heart
disease.
Dr. Carol G. Wilde, an
endocrinologist at the University of
Maryland, says that adult acne or
facial hair may be

''tip-offs'' to overproduction of
testosterone, a ''male'' hormone that
women also produce,usually in
small amounts. Wilde is currently
studying the ways in which high
testosterone levels affect a woman ' s
metabolism.
'' When a woman 's body
produces too much testosterone'',
says Wilde, ''it may be associated

with obesity, a resistance to insulin,
and blood fat (lipid) abnormalities."
All three are ri sk factors for heart
disease.
Lipid abnormalities can be
identified through a simple blood
test. Wilde recommends that
overweight women with acne or
excess facial hair have their blood

lipids tested.
If there is abnormality, several
treatment strategies are available,
ranging from diet and exercise to
medication that can slow or stop
testosterone production.
Proper treatment can remedy the
metabolic and cosmetic problems.

Chemical terrorism: Gas masks may not
be available if Washington is attacked
By CRYSTAL WHALEY
Hilltop Staff Reporter

''Chemical warfare 1s a very real
concern to me. Chemicals are ruthless.
They do not discriminate. They might
appear instantly and fatally or they might
linger and appear 20 years from now in
a diseased form .
"No one knows . That is what scares
me the most," said Carol Marshall a
senior in the College of Liberal Arts.

over chemical warfare. There are new
fall-out shelters, gas masks, and chemical
antidotes that would protect individuals
from the ramifications of a chemical
holocaust.
Iraq has claimed to have an abundance
of chemical pesticides to use on
American troops . It is also likely,
according to the Department of the
Defense, that Iraqi forces possess
mustard gas, which bums the skin, throat
and lung linings.

According to the Department of
The use of chemical weapons can1e Defense, Iraq has at le.ast two types of
to America's attention during the nerve gas, ta bun and sarin . Chemically
Vietnam war when pesticides, such as related pesticides, tabun and sarin, kill
''agent orange'', were sprayed on troops by interfering with metabolic functions
and causing a build-up of a key chemical
as an experiment.
messenger in the human body called
''Agent Orange'' is a chemical acetylcholine, which operates in the gap
pesticide soldiers were exposed to that between the nerve and muscle cells.
caused various cancers, birth defects.
A build-up of acetylcholine may
and a range of other aliments among the
thousands of Vietnam troops and their cause drooling, excessive sweating,
cramping, vomiting, confusion,
offspring.
convulsions, an irregular heartbeat, loss
Vietnam veterans experienced of consciousness, and coma. A human
unexplained skin lesions, according to can die within ten minutes or a deep
the Pain Center in the Veteran Affairs inhalation of the chemical, sarin.
Medical Center.
Dangerous levels of tabun can last in
Chemical weapon usage has re· the atmosphere as long as two days,
surfaced in the 1990's, and is once again however; sarin can only last up to a
a concern for America's military,. couple or hours .
According to the Centers for Disease
Today's military personnel and citizens
of various countri~ have an advantage Control, nerve gas can linger for weeks.

"

cpmmunity at large is identical to the
~lack cqllegiatc community. This is
i dicative of a dangerous pattern that
ill lead to serious future health
oblems. Weight control is second
only to cigarette smoking in importance
1
improving general health.
According to a 1 recent study
9onducted by the Food and Drug
'tdministration, sugar makes up to 24
i:iercent, or one-quarter of the average
'lackdailycaloricintake. Forty percent
f the participants revealed that they
acked on foods high in sugar content.
Along with the problem Qf excess
lorics that accompany a diet laden
J..ith foods high in sugar, a high sugar
· take can lead to serious health
roblems. The more sugar the human
ody consumes, the more insulin the
~ancreas gland must produce, leading
to an increased risk in contracting
4iabetes.
j Black students arc just as likely to
ontract diabetes as a result of an excess
mount of sugar in the diet as other
embers of the Black community. It is
ven possible that students might be at
ii.n increased risk because of the
~nhealthy eating habits that college
students have.
''I don't really have time to actually
it down and prepare a well balanced
eal,''said Sabrina Williams, a senior
in the School of Communications.
''I am so busy, I usually just end up
ating one meal a day," said Williams.
The amount of sodium in the diet of
Blacks has also placed them at an
increased risk of contracting lifethreatening aliments. Salt has been
proven to raise blood pressure. Howard
University physicians and clinicians
routinely suggest that their hypertensive
patients cut down on their salt intake.
Processed meats, cheeses and cereals
are all heavily salted. These foods make
up a large part pf the average college

The area in which gas is effective is
usually small and. is dependent on the
weather.
According to the Department of
Defense, !n the event that the troops in
the Persian Gulf are contaminated by
nerve gas, the United States soldiers
and Israelis have needles to inject
themselves with a nerve gas antidote
called atropine. Atropine counteracts
the gas by stopping acetylcholine from
building up in the gap between nerve
and muscle cells.
If the atropine is injected when a
person has not been exposed to nerve
•
gas, it can cause symptoms such as a
racing heartbeat, anxiety, and
hallucinations that mirror an overdose
of cold medicine.

.

.

.'

a cap on the breathing canisters of their
gas masks.

Gas masks filter the air wearers
breathe. The paper, carbon, and various
metals in the filter absorb the incoming
vapors of nerve gas. Gas masks,
however, may be hard to find in the
District of Columbia.
According to_ a representative, of
''Sunny Surplus'' who asked to not be
identified, a chain of retail military
supply stores," We arc currently out of
gas masks. There was a large number of
purchases during the week of the attack ·
(Jan. 15 to Jan.19) and the week before
(Jan. 7 to Jan.IS). We won't have
another shipment until next week."
The retail price of gas masks range

from $15.99 for a used mask, to $24.99
Gas masks arc currently one
precaution individuals can do to protect
themselves against chemical terrorism.
For instance, scud missiles assumed to
be armed with chemical warheads, hit
near Tel Aviv, Haifa, and Safed, Israel
on Jan. 18. Gas masks were ordered to
all Israeli's to be worn as a precaution
against chemical weapons. Gas masks,
however, are not guaranteed.
Gas masks, in conjunction with the
chemically injected antidote, caused
three deaths and various illnesses in
Israel. Three people were reported to
have suffocated after failing to remove

for a new mask. Gas masks, however,
only protect wearers against tear gas.
· Howard University students are
aware of the threat of chemical warfare
in the Persian gulf and in the District.
'' l hope all the soldiers participatin8
in Desert Storm are aware of the dangers
of Hussein's possibly chemical war
tactics on them (the troops). I hope they
are trained in. administering all the
necessary precautions to survive such
an 1'.ttack," said Mark Thomas, a
sophomore in the School of Business.

student's diet. Thirty-two percent of the
students that participated in the study
reported that they generally tended to
eat foods with a high salt content when
snacking. The average AfricanAmerican consumes about four to five
grams of sodium a day, while a "junk.food junkie '''s intake is over 20 grams
of sodium a day.

•
•

The ''junk-food junkie'' is greatly
endangering his or her health. Twenty
percent of daily sodium intake greatly
exceeds the one-half to one gram of
sodium required daily for good health.
College students, because of the their
busy lifestyle, are prone to be "junkfood junkies''. They are more likely to
grab something quick to eat, while not
concentrating on its nutritional value.
''After class I usually grab a bag of
potato chips, two candy bars, and a soda
on my way to the shuttle. It tends to tie
me over until I can eat dinner," said
Kevin Johnson a sophomore in the
School of Business and a Slowe Hall
resident.

A large number of the respondents of
the study reportedeatingfoodat irregular
intervals and skipping breakfast.
According to a study conducted by Dr .
MarkA1tshute, a cardiologist at Howard
UDiversity Hospital, the number of meals
in which the total caloric intake is divided
is very important, because the "fewer
the meals, the greater the likelihood a
person has of becoming obese."

•

•

''In all honesty, I only eat breakfast
on the weekends. I usually eat something
around 12 p.m. and something around 7
p.m., and I never forget my midnight
snack which is usually sweets," said
Stacy Anderson, a junior in the College

of Liberal Arts.
Most students arc very likely to eat

their heavieot ·meal, usually-including
meat and vegetables, in the late evening.
A person with these particular eating
patte&i is an excellent candidate for
obesity, or general health problems.
Ninety-five percent of Blacks that
undergo crash diets regain all or most of
the weight they lost. ~ere is evidence
that suggests severely restricting food
intake triggers a chemical in the body
that over-stimulates the appetite once
the diet has ended. '
What is needed is a dietary regimen
that one can follow throughout life, and
that behavior must be complemented
with a sensible exercise program.
An alarmingly high percentage of
the participants of the study reported
that they exercised only twice a month
or less. Exercise is an essential
component of total fitness.
A positive trend in the Black
community as a whole, as well as the
Black collegiate community is an interest
in having regular visits to the physician's
office. Seventy-two of the participants
of the study said they visited their
doctor's office often. This discovery
would indicate a greater attention to
healthy lifestyles, however; statistics
show otherwise.

•

HEALTH HINTS

ENERGY STRAIGHT FROM THE HIVE
Why is honey a great choice for quick natural energy ?
Your body turns honey into energy almost immediately. That's
because honey is composed primarily of fructose and glucose, which
can be absorbed easily by the digestive system.
These simple components need no additional refming or processing
from their raw slate -which is why honey is the only natural
sweetener sold as is-from the honey bees to you, the consumer.
Honey is a completely natural source for a.quick energy boost.
What happens when you combine this natural energy booster with
fruit juice and tea ? You get a great tasting thirst quenC.her; perfect for
active days. It is a home sports drink, refreshing after a game of
basketball or tennis or a hard workout at the gym.
4

Honey Thirst Quencher
2 cups brewed tea
2 cups orange, apricot or cranberry juice
1/4 cup honey

Combine all ingredients; mix well. Refrigerate if desired.
Makes 4 andl/4 cups.

"'
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-Edward Scissorhands (PG-13) Fri. Sun. 2:15,4:30, 7:15,9:30, '11 :35.
-Sheltering Sky (R) On two screeris.
No passes. Fri. - Sun. 2, 2:30, 4:45,
5:30, 7:30, 8:30, 0 10:1,5, '11:30.
-Hidden Agenda (R) Fri. - Sun.
2:10, 4:35, 7:10, 9:35, '11 :45.
-Nasty Girl (PG-13) Fri.-Sun. 2:20,
4:50, 7:20, 9:45, '11 :45.
All shows before 6 p.m. $3.25.
*Late show Fri. and Sat: only .

•

CINEPLEX ODEON CIRCLE
JENIFER
5252 Wisconsin Ave. NW (202) 2445703
- Mermaids (PG- 13) Fri. and Sat.
12:30, • 5:20.
- Home Alone (PG) Fri. and Sal.
t2:50, •5: 10, 7:40, 10:10.
- Edward Scissorhands (PG-13) Fri.
and Sat. 1:50, • 5: 10, 7:30, 9:50.
- The Russia House (R) Fri. and Sat.
'4:20, 7:00, 9:40.
- Look Who's Talking Too (PG) Fri.
and Sat. 1.
•Ttt·ilight sh o~\' all seats $3.50.

AMC UNION STATION 9
Union Station (202) 842-3751
q

·

-Awakenings (PG-13) Fri. and

Sat.- l, '4, 7, 9:40
-Kindergarten Cop (PG) Fri. and

Sat. 1:20, '4:10, 7:10, 9:30.
-Flight of the Intruder (PG-13)
Fri. and Sat. 1:10, *4, 7:10, 9:50.

- Hamel! (PG) Fri. and Sat. 1:30,
'4:30, 7:20, 10:00.
-Greencard (PG-13) Fri. and Sat.
1:40, '5, 7:30, 9:50.
-Misery (R) Fri. and Sat. 2:50,
7:40, 10:00.

CINEPLEX ODEON DUPONT
CIRCLE
1350 19th St. NW (202) 872-9555

-Eve of Destruction (R) Sat. 7: 10,
9:30. Sun. 2:10, 4:30, 7:10, 9:30.
-Lionheart (R) No passes. Sat. 7:20,
9:40. Sun. 2:10, 4:40, 7:20, 9:40.
All shows before 6 p.m. $3.25 .
CINEPLEX ODEON CIRCLE
MACARTHUR
•
4859 MacArthur Blvd. NW (202)
337-1700

January 25, 1991

CINEPLEX ODEON WISCONSIN
A VENUE CINEMAS
4000 Wisconsin Ave. NW (202) 2440880

-The Russia House (R) Sat. 7:20,
9:50. Sun. 2:20, 4:50, 7:20, 9:50.
All shows before 6 p.m. $3.25.

CINEPLEX ODEON CIRCLE
WEST END 1-4
23rd and L streets NW

- Kindergarten Cop (PG-13) Fri. Sun. 2:05, 4:35, 7:05, 9:35, '12.
- Greencard (PG-13) No passes. Fri. Sun. 2:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9:40, •12:10.
- Awakenings (PG-13) No passes.
Fri. - Sun. 2:15, 4:45, 7:15, 9:45,
'12:10.
-Mermaids (PG-13) Fri. - Sun. 2:20,
4:50, 7:20, 9:50, •12:10.
-Once Around (R) No passes. Fri. Sun. 2, 4:30, 7, 9:30, '12.
All late sh9ws before 6 p.m. $3.25 .
•Late show Fri . and Sat. only.

-Lionheart (R) No passes. Fri. - Sun.
2:15, 4:45, 7:15, 9:45, •12.
-Men of Respect (R) Fri. - Sun.
2:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9:40, '12.
-Come See the Paradise (R) No
pa.es. Fri. - Sun. 2;05, 4:35, 7:05,
9:35, • 12.
-Not Without My Daughter (PG-13)
Fri. - Sun. 2, 4;30, 7, 9:30, •11 :50.
All shows before 6 p.m.$3.25.
•Late show Fri. and Sat. only.

K-B CEREBERUS
3040 MST. NW (202) 337-1311

CINEPLEX ODEON CIRCLE
WESTENDS-7
23rd and M streets NW (202) 4529020

- Flight of the Intruder (PG-13) Sat.
5:10, 7:35, 9:55, '12:15. Sun. 2:45,
5:15, 7:35, 9:55, '12:15.
- Awakenings (PG-13) Sat. 4:35,
7:05, 9:35, '12:05. Sun. 2:05, 4:35,
7:05, 9:35, '12:05.
-Not Without My Daughter (PG-13)
I Sat. 4:50, 7:15, 9:40. Sun. 2:25, 4:50,
7:15, 9:40.
-Rocky Horror •Fri. and Sat.

-Home Alone (PG) Sat. 7, 9:30.
Sun. 2, 4:30, 7, 9:30.
-Kindergarten Cop (PG) Sat. 7:10,
- White Fang (PG) Sat. 7, 9:30. Sun. 9:40. Sun. 2:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9:40.
-Reversal of Fortune (R) Sat. 7:20,
7, 9:30.
9:50. Sun. 2:20, 4:50, 7:20, 9:50.
-Awakenings (PG) No passes. Sat.
7: 10, 9:40. Sun. 2:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9;40. All shows before 6 p.m. $3.25.

midnight.
Fri . - Sun. first matinee $2.50.
•Late show Fri. - Sun. only.
K·B FOUNDRY 1-7
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW (202)
337-0094
-Eve of Destruction (R) Sat. 5:20,
7:30, 9:40, '11 :50. Sun. 3:10, 5:20,
7:30, 9:40, 'I I :50.
-White Fang (PG) Sat. 5:05, 7:15,
9:25, 'I I :35. Sun. 2:55, 5:05, 7:15,
9:25, 'I I :35.
-King of New York (R) Sat. 5:20,
7:45, 9:55, • 12:05. Sun. 3:10, 5:20,
7:45, 9:55, '12:05.
-Edward Scissorhands (PG-13) Sat.
5, 7:10, 9:20, •11 :30. Sun. 2:50, 5,
7:10, 9:20, '11 :30.
-Home Alone (PG) Sat. 5:10, 7:20,
9:30, • 11 :40. Sun. 3, 5: 10, 7:20, 9:30
'11 :40.
-Bonfire of the Vani)ies (R) Sat. 5,
9:50. Sun. 5, 9:50.
-Mermaids (PG-13) Sat. 7:25,
'12:10. Sun. 2:35, 7:25, '12:10.
-Goodfellas (R) Sat. 7, 9:45. Sun.
3:30, 7, 9:45.
•Late Show Fri. - Sun. only.

•
•

·I

(

ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING/TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26

E'
OT UST
RICA'S IGGEST
_o

-

e' re one of the largest and

for a wide variety of talented

most d ynamic corpo rations

college graduates with degrees in

in the w orld . A lead er in financial

business, math, finance, computer

services.

science and liberal arts, to name a

In fact, The Prudential is the
largest institutio nal investor in the

•
•

few:

ACCOUNTING & FINANCE
...'lbe record company ol the 90'•

nation with $200 billion of assets

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

under manage ment.

MARKETING & SALES

And we have all the resources
fo r your success.
In-house training. O utside
1seminars. Courses in public
spea king, supervisory skills, and

ADMINISTRATION
The P1udential offers one of the

business world, too.

BLACK HISTORY MONTH
TALENT SHOW
&
AFTER PARTY
'

Find out all we really are, and
meet with our campus recruiter on

technology. Ad vancement

Tuesday, February 26.

throu gh n1anagement.

For additional information, please
contact your Career Center.

SAT. FEBRUARY 2,1991 - 9pm to 2am.
H.U. BLaclcburn Center

All because we' re committed to
your success.
Our diversity translates into the
following exceptional opportunities

Frank Love

best benefits packages in the

business writing. Sta te-of-the-art

opportunities that ta ke you

SUAVE PRODUCTIONS
_._ ...,
--. , r .•.
• r.-r...r--z

ThePrudent1al ~
The Biggest is
Looking for the Best.

Starring Chris Thomas
Tum'e11l Out Posse'S
Phil & r.01 t y

•

'

Apollo St]lle I
•Be a part qf the audience that •ltcts
a winner to record at Washington's fl
. •tudio .•• 11•ed bJI Prince, .Delano, •
and 2 Ible Cle111 •

Equal Opportunity Employer

•
•

•

•

•

-

.

~

-

Tickets oruy $5 ... available at Cramton.
For more info1111atlon call (703) 359-9663 .

'

•

•
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''Dream Guy'' comes to Hol:Vard
Kong-Allen at the time, was introduced

Los Angeles. Malone has worked on
Broadway, on television, in Europe and,

to me by her sister, Phylicia Rashad,
who also attended Howard,'' Malone
said. Debbie was a choruS member in

as he puts it, ''all over the world.''
Malone looks back on his theater
careerasapleasantonc. He says, ''Every

Malone's first production, the musical
Music Man. Malone said that Allen's

time you work on a play you discover

By TAMAR LEAK

''Debbie, she called herself Deborah

''There is no compar,ison lo the !eye!
of talent at Howard." These are words
spoktn by Mike Malone, seasoned
veteran of stage and screen who has
brought his expertise to Howard
University, where he is the director and
choreographer of Howard University's
production of Dreamgirls, which will be
at thc 1Ira Aldridge Theater from March
6-16.

,

Malone is doing his second stint at
Howard as the coordinator of the music
theater program. Fifteen years ago he
spent a, few years teaching at Howard
where tic had a promising young student
who would take the dance world by
storm.

talent was ''very, very obvious'' at that
time that he taught her. His contact with

her led to a chance to choreograph
episodes of Fame when Allen had her

first child. He also choreographed Melba
Moore 'sLiftEvery Voice and Sing video,
which featured Jasmine Guy as a dancer.

When asked to compare the pace of
stage plays in New York to those of
California, Malone said '' Hollywood is
laid back,'' and added he would not like
to live there. He said the major drawback
is that there are virtually no theaters in

new things.'' Dance was always
Malone's first interest. He was brought
up on SO's musical movies. ''I used to
get sent to the movies every Saturday,''
he laughingly remembers. Malone
believes that his avid interest in movies
sparked his interest in the theater. The
choreographer prefers musicals as
opposed to other fonns of drama. ''Black
Nativity'' by Langston Hughes, is one of
his favorite plays.
''Dreamgirls'', created by Michael
Bennett in the late 1970's, was written
after Bennett consulted a troupe of actors

about common problems that they were
experiencing in the business.
Dreamgirls has been compared to the
story of the Supremes, and Malone
acknowledges this similarity.
Malone was one of the founders of
the Duke Ellington School of the Arts in
DC. He also worked at Karamu House
in Cleveland, where he was a director.
He earned a master's degree in Theater
from Catholic University and a master's
degree in French Literature from Howard
University. He also obtained a Bachelor
of Science in French from Georgetown
University.
Malone expressed a great deal of
confidence in the talent at Howard
University's College of Fine Arts and in
this year's production of''Dreamgirls.''

Mike Malone

•

DO YOU :THINK THERE WILL BE TERRORIST ATTACKS IN THE UNITED STATES?
•

'No at this point, but as th'e war

"I'm undecided whether or
not terrorism will actually occur
in the U.S. Based on Husseins
actions so far, if there is .

"Yes, definitely, because
this is a new type of warfare.

•

continues, terrorism becomes
more of a possibility

One way to affect the
pyschology of the American
public is terrorism. It has a
paralyzing effect on us.'

Ali Ryan, Sophmore

' No, but only if the air security

Kelly Fountaine, J unlor

•

"Yes, because they (Iraqis)
are already torturing our POWs

is as good as it is supposed to be."

Qver in the Persian Gulf.

Benjamin "Giz Mo " Issac,
Senior

Ell Turner, Freshman

•

terrorism, DC will be an
essential target.'

Kevin E. Harris, Senior

"Yes, there will be terrorism if
the war continues."

•

Anthony Patrick, Sophomon

•

'

•

•

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS, INTERNATIONAL OR DOMESTIC:
•

JUST THE FACTS

•

DID YOU KNOW-In 1990 over $400,000,000 in
student grants, scholarships aids and guaranteed
loans that was free to you went unclaimed.

1991 HOMECOMING POSITIONS
•
Applications are available for

•

•

DID YOU KNOW-Over $4,000,000,000 was given
to students just like you free, to study in colleges
of · their choice in 1990? Find out more

and

WRITE TO:
STUDENT AID SERVICES
P.O. BOX 10154
S.I LVEA SPRING MD 20914

•

Homecoming Treasurer
•
•

JUST DO IT

1--

I
•

•

'

I

TEL-(301 )680-3516
Results are Guaranteed

--

- -

-

-

-

•

I
I
I

City

I

Telephone Number (

I

in the office of Student Activities
Room 117 Blackburn University Center

Deadline for completed applications
January 31, 1991

I
I

Please Send Free Info.
Name of Student

.

I

Address

Zip

State

I
I

'

)

Applicants must be currently full-time and have at least a 2.5 cumulative grade point
average; other critera and qualifications available with application. For more infor-

mation, call Ms. Watkins at 806-7000.

.
•

I

I
I

High SchooVCollege Attending

I

Year in School

I

-

-

-

Homecoming Steering
Committee Chairperson

'

I

•

I
-

-

-

-

.

•

•
'
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-Bill Gal('.~
Nt'1 1 ·~ 11 'l't'A.

'

•

'

'

!

•l
•
\

It 's i11credibly satisfying to watch a
gre<tt software idea become a great
software product. Especially when it's
yoL1r idea, your code, that's powering this
exciting new release. If you'd like to
enjoy this feeling, spend your days <ll
Microsoft.
Networking. Integrated
Applications. Advanced
Operating Environ1nents. Multimedia.
Microsoft has a history
of introducing
breakthrough products
to the personal
co111puting industry.
•
Design some technical
history yourself as a

M<I\' 21. 19Y(J

Software esig11 Engineer in Test
Develop1 nt. If you are pursui11g a BA/
BS, MS o PhD degree in Computer
Science, pplied Math, Applied Pl1ysics.
Electrical Engineering or _related
technical iscipline with progran1mi11g
experien e, design skills and/or exposL1re
ng projects, then we wru1t to
talk with yoLI.
Relocation is available
for both summer a11d
full-time positions.
We are an equal
opportunity employer
and are working
toward a more
culturally diverse
workplace.

Making it all make sense--

'

•
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excellent low post move for a basket.
Bethune capped a woeful 20 minutes
of play, only shooting .200 from the
field for the half, and trailed 38-19 when
guard Angelitta Elliott scored at the
buzzer. The Lady Wildcats play showed
little offensive life and their defense did
not play much better.
Howard, able to get the ball inside,
increased their lead to48-27when Elliott
scored on her own miss. The Lady
Bison soon had the biggest lead of the
game when Rosalyn Evans hit a short
rangejumperwilh 1:31 to go. That gave
Howard a 71-36 advantage, as Howard
held on for their third straight win.

By CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR
Hilltop StaW Rep<Nter

•

The Lady Bison began the first of
six games in eight days with a 73-63
non-conference victory over the
Cheyney State Lady Wolves Tuesday
at Burr Gym.
Looks can be deciving~ as it would
appear by the final score that Cheyney
State played Howard tough .
Well ... they did for about 15 minutes.
Howard (6-7) thanks to some great
inside play and shooting by guard
Felicia Oliver (17 points) took a
impressive 43-25 lead at halftime, as
the Lady Wolves looked and played
sluggishly.
The second half started with more
of the same, and after Howard center
Tonya Banks (14 points) scored on a
layup, the Lady Bison had the biggest
lead of the game at 56-28 with 16:17
to play.
But Cheyney State (5-10) came
back ...almost. Guard Cherie Jarmon
spearheaded a defensive that trapped
Their play resulted in Howard
turnovers, as the Lady Wolves started
a comeback.
A23-5 run by Slate cut the Howard
lead to 61-51 asanangrycoachSanya
Tyler called timeout with 7:52 to
play. Cheyney State had three
chances to cut the lead 10 eight or
less, bur the Lady Bison played tough
defense to prevail for the win.

:
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QUOTE MACHINE
''The key tonight was the long bus
ride (18 hours from Daytona Beach
Florida) ... lt was our worst game of the
year ... I feel sorry for the girls,'' said
Bethune-Cookman head coach Alvin
Wyatt.

-

a

1

Men's overtime
"""'"' thriller ends in lost

Anytime a coach says we left our
game on the bus, you know thai
something is probably wrong. So was
the case as the Bethune-Cookman Lady

Wildcats were so ndly crushed by the
Howard University Lady Bison 72-42
in a Mid-Eastern!Athletic Conference
game played at Burr Gym on January
17.
Howard (5-7, -1) took immediate
control of the gam , going up 17-2, only
10 minutes into e game, as guard
Felicia Oliver sea d eight early points.
Things did not et any better for the
Wildcats, as hamptred by poor first half
shooting, they fell urther behind at 236 after Howard fo ard Annette Lee's

Howard's inability to hold two late
lea"ds cost them dearly as they lost a 7977 double overtime thriller to BethuncCookman in a Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference game played Thursday at
Burr Gym.
This game appeared to be won after
Bison guard Robert Riddick hit a threeJX>int basket with 5: 19 to go in regulation,
giving them a 59-52 lead. Bethune (412, 3-2) chipped away at the lead, and
tied the score at 62 with a three-JX>int
basket by guard Ambrose Austin with

QUOTE MACHINE
•
"They (Bethune) played
well ... they were within there
limits .... I want Rick (Dodson) to pllSh
the ball up the court and make
something happen,'' said Howard
head coach Butch Beard.
''It was my play to take it up court
and.try and get a shot ...This was the
hardeSt loss of the year. We had this
game in the bag, and it got away,"
said Dotson.
''The team has played good this
year, but the results haven't shown
it ... lt's very nice to get a win here,"
said Wildcat head coach Cy
McClaircn.
...

athletes as part of the Physical Education
curriculum.
In some instances like the February
aquatics clinic, the Coaching Educa1ion
Center will enable those who attend the
opportunily to altain Continuing
Education units.
The center will allow for consistency
of p1esentation in the curriculum from
)'Car to year, allowing for knowledgeable
decisions on curriculum adjustments.
The adjustn1~nts will address the current

trends of the sp rt in relation to
effectively coaiing the Special
Olympics athlet making annual
attendance at the
ch course
For more inform ~ion, please oontact
the Howard Ph sical Education
Department (202) 8 -7142.
Football:
Former Howard football defensive
coordinator Charlie est who spent the
past season as defen ive coordinator of
the British Colum ia Lions in the

CaOadian Football League was named
recently to be defensive back coach of
the New England Patriots.
The Patriots were 1-15 last season
and have a new coach in Dick
McPherson. West also coached in the
Denver Broncos system.
Two winners from the historially
black Mid-Eastern and Southwestern
Athletic Conference will meet in the
newly fanned Heritage Bowl to be held
in 1991.

Soccer:
James ''Ted'' Chambers was
inducted into the National Soccer
Coaches Association's Soccer Hall
of Fame on January I 1 at the Atlanta
Hilton. Chambers, who coached the
Bison soccer team from 1946 to 1964,
is presently a professor emeritus in
the university's physical education
department. He was· one of seven
people in the organization's inaugural
class.

;' Felicia Olivier number 24 looks to pass the ball against Betthune-Cookman
, were not in the game," said Cheynev
State head cciach Jackie Tunstall .
~
''I think we didn ' tcome out menially

'
1s1rong.
We goc complacent and got too
•
relaxed,'' said Howard fon\ ard Willina
:Robson .

Howard will host the number three
team in the country, North Carolina
State on Super Sunday at 1:30 in Burr
Gym.

1

'

:GAME NOTES
: Cheyney Staie shot 20 of 8 1 from the
•
QUOTE MACHINE
field for the game. Howard had four
''We should have played like (we ·people in double figures : Oliver 17.
did in the second half) that earl~er . ;Rosalyn Evans 14, Angelitta Elliott 10,
We statted sluggish ... and our heads 1Tonya Banks 10.

In a joint effort to advance the

·establish consistency in the prese ntation
knowledge and technical expertise of pf lhe Spe cial Ol)'n1pics sporls
our coaches, Howard University will curri culun1 .
be the Coaching Education Center for
Also, the center will provide the
District of Columbia Special opporlunity 10 validale lhe curriculum
Olympics.
so
tha1 we can insure that the methods
•
Dr. Jessyna McDonald, Chairperson being taught are in fact the best and most
of the Department of Physical effective means of coaching Special
Education at Howard will be host for Olympics athletics.
the event. The idea behind establishing : Another objective of the center is to
a ''Coaching Education Center'' DCSO provide Howard University students a
and Howard University will work to ~ctter opportunity to coach DCSO

I :44.
In the first overtime both teams
traded baskets as no team had bigger
than a three point lead. Forwar.d
Ranney Gibbs for Howard hit one of
two free throws with 40 seconds
tying the score·at 66-66 .
The second overtime had Howard
(1-14, 0-5) again with a five point
lead (76-71) after Riddick hit two
free throtvs with 2:40 left. But a
tough Wildcat team which was
undersized and less talented, wanted
this game more and got the comeback
victory.
Guard Clifford Reed (game high
28 points) hit a 15 foot shot with 23
seconds left to give Bethune a 78-76
lead. After a free throw by Howard
guard Ricky Dodson cut the lead to
78-77, Recd connected on two
pressure free throws with four
st:conds left. After a Bison timeout,
Dotson's drive to basket was met by
good defense and the shot never got
off.

Lady Bison ivin

•

•
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We're Banking
on your
Career Success.

ONCER NED

ABOUT
BEHAVXOR'?

If

ou have problems withs

?•

e are Manufactu~ers National Corporation, a major Detroit-based regi?~al bank
holding company with over 6,000 employes and assets of $10.9 b1ll1on. Our
corporation provides a wide variety of financial services to customers worldwide through
the corporation's banking and subsidiary offices.

W

Representatives of Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit (our principal subsidiary)
will be conducting campus interviews for career opportunities within the Metro Detroit area
at Howard University on Thursday, February 14, 1991 .

-

We will seek individuals who have a Bachelors degree in a business related field. We
offer a wide variety of· excitjng and challenging career opportunities for:

• Coat &

Financia~

Analysts in our Controllers Department

Join our

unse1ing group and discover

•ore eff

ive Mays of -coping Mith
proble.atic
eating habits.
'

• Corporate Trust' Analysts in our Trust Department

~re

• Examiners in our Audit Department
,• Credit Analysts ln our Commercial Lending Area

Interested
in writing
for Sports

•

For
Ma.

info.....,ation, contact
rau or Dr. Scott at1

Contact
Christopher
'
Taylor
at
the Hilltop!,

• Branch Management Trainees in our Retail Services Department
806-6870

'

Explore career possibilities with us. Contact your placement office to arrange an on-campus
interview.

Univ•r ity Coun-.,ling Service
•

806-6866
•••••••••••••••

•

• ••••••••••••

l

E~ual Opportunity Employer M/F/HN

I

••

• •••••••••

I
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ILLT
\ 265-1799. Student Travel Services.

HAPPENINGS
What is Black English? Thursday,

Jan. 31 ?PM Blackburn Forum
(Sponsored by HV Toastmasters)

The Howard Gospel Choir is having
auditions on January 28th. Call 5823116 to schedule an appointment.

PSMwillhostSteveCokelySchool-B , - - - - - - - - - - - Audt. Jan. 26 3:00 p.m. 232-8062. : HcIp home Iess c h'ld
d eIderIy.
1 ren an
Call CARP for volunteer Saturday
265-4920.
Howard's Black Law Student
Association Presents ''Let's Chill''
January 25, 1991 10 p.m. Howard U 'f' . .
w orIdview
·
f
h
La Sch
V N
W $ , n1 1cat1on1sm.
or t e
0012900
w
an ess, N. · 3 21st century and world peace. Call
cash bar.
· CARP 265-4920.
•

Come
d'
f Al pa
h Ch apter Deta
I
. and see
. Mark Lamont Stevens.
.
· Th e L a1eso
Baritone singer, Mr. Henry 's Night s·
.
.
Club, 1836Columbia RD N.W. Tues, . igma Theta Sorority, Inc. are hav1~g
Wed. 9,00 .m. (202) 526 _0309 (H). a BAKE SALE on Thur., Jan. 31 1n
P
the Sch. of B. Student Lounge from
11-3.
JointheClubthat'sgoingplaces ... the , •

•

..

Zoology Club When : February 11,
.
Wh
J H II A d' . . Send your loved one, not just any
1991
.
~: ust a
u itorium ; "valentine, but a singing valentine.
Time: 5: p.m.
They will go on sale Wednesday,
January 30, on the ground floor in
Blackbum. Sponsored by The Howard
Couples, planning that romanti ~ Gospel Choir.
Valentine weekend? Stay on the ,
lookout for a very special treat from
the brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha
HOUSING
Fraternity Inc. Beta Chapter.
'

Look for Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity . 1 BR Condo, off-street parking, secure
Inc. 1991 Spring Cabaret Sat. April · bldg. 2 blocks frm. Cath. Univ. N.E.
7th St.; Avail. Feb. I, 1991 $600(incl.
13.
•
util.) (202) 898-9436 leave message.
Roundtrip air ticket to Cleveland. Rooms available in RENOVA TED
YOU PICK FLYING TIMES. Cost . and FURNISHED house at 534
Harvard St. $350, $275, $275 util. not
$200. Call (202) 319-9277.
included. 232-8742.
t

,..

SPRING
BREAK
1991
ENTHUSIASTIC INDIVIDUAL o.r ·
STUDENT ORGANIZATION to
promote the two most popular spring
break destinations. Daytona Beach
and Cancun, Mexico. Earn free tripS
1nd casb $$$$ !! !!. Call now. 1-800-

Rooms available immediately in
Historic Le Droit Park. Spacious
newly renovated rooms located on
Howard University campus. Desire
mature stable students call: (202)
232-2382 or 882-8318 Karen Buster

Renovated two bedroom English
basement apt. One block to campus.
w/w carpeting, washer/dryer, full
kitchen & bath. Backyard rooms are:
llxll & 13x15. $780 includes
utilities. 301-656-3935

•

hour. Call Alison Sallou 232-0037.
Easter Seal .society 28 1 13th Street,
N.W. Wash1ngton, D.C. 0009 E.O.E

WANTED : Asst.istant hoto Editor.
for Nation's Largest Bia k Collegiate
Newspaper. THE HILL OP
Contact James Bolden 80 -6866
1

TWO BEDROOM APT. TO
SHAREii i Completely furnished, a/
d, a/c, near Metro, nice neighborhood.
Female students, for further info. call
699-8847. After ?PM.

PICTURE THIS ....
photos by J mes Bolden
(20 )678-5 108

,
Large, fully furnished 4BR house 4
rent 11/2 ba, renov. kitchen, new w/
d + hot water heater, central air, off
street
parking.
IMMED.
OCCUPANCY. CALL: MS.Johnson
(202) 575-2937.

Room 4 rent. I left, $285, includes all
util., mid-size, d/w, w/d, mic. Harvard
& Georgia area. (202) 462-7456.

JOBS
Cruise Ship Jobs HIRING: Men·
Women /
year
round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR
GUIDES,
RECREATION
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus
FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,
Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico . .
CALL NOW! Call refundable. 1··
206-736-7000, Ext. C252.

National marketing firm seeks mature
studen t to manage on-campus
promotions for top companies this
school year. Flexible hours with
earning potential to $2,500 per
semester. Must be organized,
hardworking and money motivated.
Call Christine at (800) 592-2121.

PERSONALS

Free Infom1ational Seminar

Dear Easy, Congratul tions! No
more Misery, No more War of the
Roses, No more Harlem Ines. Love,
Tricey.

Learn about the new MCAT and Kaplan 's new prep
course at our free seminar. Reserve your seat today!
Thu rsda y, January 31 st, 7pm
4201 Connecticut Ave ., NW
Guest Speaker: Rochelle Rothstein, M.D.
National Director of Medical
Programs fo r Stanley H . Kaplan

McCoy, my love is true Gtve a chance,
I'll show you Hello! Mc toy McCoy!
Hello! Anybody home? I love you!
McMissu

Enroll at tl1e seminar and receive a free copy of Medical
School Adrr1ission Requirements!
I

~sTANLEYH.
, '-Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

. Dearest Carla, It's so g od to have
you around.
Loving you more today th n yesterday,
the Enigmatic Man.

Bethesda

Wash, DC

No. VA

(301)

(202)

(703) 352-Test

770.3444

244-1456

•

If you're seeking answers, eek ChriSt!
J.C.

What's up GOOK? Life C'mes down
to just a few moments. 1 is ain't one
of them. Montanya and the Mack
forever. I'm selling!

'

Picture 'This . , .
1050 S St, S.E. -

Marvina.
This Hilltopic is for you ! ! !
Say !!! I got an idea. I'll I e you and
you love me. Ho\v about date?
Marv·

i

WuhklQton. o.c, 20020,

. (202) 671-5108
•

~-----------------------,

Advertise in the Hilltop
call

Rec-ruit volunteers and participants for
special events and assist with other
fund raising projects. Flexible hours
base;d on your schedule. PT, $6.00 per

''Redeeming
The Rage
ithin •·

•

•

Tilmon Smith
806-6866

'

OFF

CE

OF

RESIDENCE

LIFE

HOUSING
'

A Foru11: f-ebruary
7:00 PM

6~

LOTTERY

1991

Auditorium: School of Business

Ho11ard University

ROOM SELECTION PLAN)
" LOT ERY MATERIALS FOR CURRENT
STUpENTS TO REQUEST UNIVERSITY
HOUSING FOR FALL 1991 - SPRING 1992
WIL BE AVAILABLE IN FEBRUARY, 1991.
~

THE LOTTERY DRAWINGS WILL
CONDUCTED ON FEBRUARY 20, 1991.

AddressinES the future of lhe African

American community: 11ale and female;
our pain, cries, drea11s and hope.
Where are we

IMPORTANT
------------------ ~------

BE

''
• •

RI L FIRST,1991

A

'""'"(NOT JUNE FIRST)"""

IS THE DEADLINE

E!oin~?

FOR P.NYMENT OF THE REQUIRED ADVANCE
RENT OF $100 FOR STUDENTS TO RETAIN
THEIR ' WAITING . LIST POSITION
OR
TENTATll-'E ROOM ASSIGNMENT RESULTING FROM THE DRAWINGS.
NON-PAYMENT BY THE DEADLINE WILL CANCEL
THE WAITING LIST POSITION OR TENTATIVE
ASSIGN,ENT.
I

Presenli;!rs: Dr. Ja11es Forman, former
•

-

11e111ber SNCC, Dr. Elias farajaje Jones.

Professor Ho11ard Divinil:y School,
Dr. Jules Harrell, Professor PscholoE':Y

•

Ho11ard and a represenlalive from
.

'

lh"e school. of Social Mork

l

I

I

"

